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Editorial

Point clouds, deliverables, a new era
and social norms
GW kick-starts the
New Year with a
strong focus on
laser scanning and
particularly point
cloud software.
Both topics that no
doubt we will be
returning to again
during the coming
year.

T

he arrival 15 years ago of the laser
scanner was the start of a gamechanging technology that has altered
many aspects and applications of surveying.
But as with LiDAR and side-scan sonar, the
vast datasets captured proved challenging
right from the start. In the early days the
software often struggled and processing a
day’s scanning often meant ten days or more
back in the office to achieve a deliverable.
Things have moved on since then but there
remain problems around processing large
datasets and merging scans to create high
resolution survey accurate 3D models, as we
discovered when Richard Groom and I spoke to
editorial board member and principal of
Michael Gallie & Partners, Patrick Collins.
Our article (page 14) is the result of talking
to many users in the industry, most of whom
were reluctant to go on record. The good
news is that for one developer at least, they’re
on the case. Bill Wallace, of Leica Geosystems
HDS software labs in San Ramone, in one of
the most thoughtful responses we’ve ever
published from an industry supplier, provides
some reassuring balm.
Staying with laser scanning, Andrew Maltby
tells us about his experience with a software
package inspired by a leave-cutting ant (page
18) and Dr Emily Williams puts the Zeb1
handheld scanner through its paces for indoor
surveys (page 20).

End of an era but heralds a new one

The editor welcomes your
comments and editorial
contributions by e-mail:
editor@pvpubs.demon.co.uk
or by post:
Geomatics World
PV Publications Ltd
2B North Road
Stevenage
Herts SG1 4AT
United Kingdom

Last year marked the end of an era for Ordnance
Survey GB as Dr Vanessa Lawrence heads of for
new challenges on the world stage to promote
global geospatial data management through the
UN. GW talked to her (page 17) about her time
at OSGB, which saw a radical change in the
uptake of geospatial information across
government that has gone from digital mapping
across a few departments to widespread
understanding that GI is the essential
underpinning for most of what government
does. But she leaves just as a number of data
suppliers and OS partners are unhappy over
licensing and copyright of OS data and have
referred the mapping agency’s practices to the
European Commission. Watch this space.
I commend all readers to study Richard
Groom’s and James Kavanagh’s introduction
(page 26) to the new edition of the RICS
Measured Survey Specification. This brings a

new era to measurement and is fundamental to
the way surveyors work (or should); it has
application around the globe. As Richard
Groom says, it’s a product spec, not a method
spec. In other words it doesn’t tell you how to
survey but sets out accuracies appropriate for
different types of survey work. The new spec
should quickly become every surveyor’s lodestar.
Technology continues to race ahead and
too often far outstrips both our ability to set
sensible social norms of behaviour and legal
restraints. Nick Day reports in detail (page 24)
on Google Glass. I have to confess to being
very circumspect about some of that
company’s products having endured their
Nexus phone for the last year and its appalling
software. An oversight saw me once again
trying the “iSwim” app with a wholly
predictable outcome. I am now trialling a
Samsung Galaxy which is far more intuitive
and with a user interface even I can
understand!
To whet reader’s appetites and prompt
ideas and contributions, below are the topics
on the editorial schedule for 2015.
MAR/APR: Beyond Surveying: opportunities for those with
geomatics skills
The analytical and geospatial skills of surveyors are in
demand in industries outside the traditional property sector
such as Insurance, Risk Assessment and Environmental
Monitoring.
MAY/JUN: DIY for UAVs or an end-to-end system?
GNSS, IMUs, multi-spectral, LiDAR, imaging – there are a
growing number of lightweight miniature sensors available
for UAVs for those able to integrate them and create their
own system. But is it better to rely on suppliers’ systems?
JLY/AUG: Data capture for infrastructure Asset Management
Today’s mobile terrestrial scanning and imaging systems can
capture high volumes of data but processing and putting it
into a GIS or facility management system can be a challenge.
We take up the big data challenge again.
SEP/OCT: EDM & Optics vs. imaging and scanning
The industry’s major technology suppliers each have distinctly
different approaches towards the evolution of the total station.
Do we still need a telescope? Is photogrammetry the answer, or
do we need a combination of technologies in one instrument?
NOV/DEC: Geomatics and Hydrography
The latest sensors, AUV platforms, navigation and positioning
tools and systems.
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UAS inspects largest mosque

deliver regular maintenance
inspections of the rail asset base
such as structures, embankments
and overhead line equipment.

OGC adopts JPEG 2000 V2
In 2006 the Open Geospatial
Consortium published Version 1.0
of GMLJP2 to address problems
encountered when attempting to
have satellite images fit to Earth
coordinate systems and “match
up” to other sources of
geospatial information. GMLJP2
Version 2 eliminates
shortcomings of Version 1 and
also addresses shortcomings of
competing methods of using
JPEG2000 in geospatial
applications.
Leica Geosystems distributor in Turkey has used an Aibotix Aibot
X6 carrying a Nikon Coolpix A digital camera to inspect and
survey the Sabanci Merkez Mosque, the largest in Turkey. The
mosque (above) has six minarets, four of them are 99 metres
high. The largest of its five domes is 32 metres in diameter and
54 metres high.
During the flight over the roof of the mosque the UAV
followed a defined route that had been pre-planned. The pilot
then steered it manually in two more flights around the building.
Photos were taken with 80% overlap. Using live images from the
UAV’s perspective sent directly to the screen of a ground station,
the pilot could make sure that all relevant areas were captured,
and achieve the best possible results by adjusting the camera to
the optimum angle during the flight.
The data was subsequently processed to create an accurate 3D
model of the mosque with a precision down to 1–2 cm. The highresolution photos are linked to the model so that damage can be
located accurately. The images and the model will now be used
as basis for maintenance and repairs.

Richard Allitt on NR UAS
framework
Richard Allitt Associates Ltd has
been awarded a place on a
national framework agreement to
supply unmanned aerial vehicle

services to Network Rail. The
company successfully bid to
supply infrastructure inspection
and survey services for a threeyear period covering post incident
inspections/surveys as well as

Geomatics
Evening Lectures 2014-15
RICS Geomatics lectures are CPD relevant and count towards
your CPD/LLL quota as specified within RICS regulations. All
lectures are free and open to all (especially students) unless
otherwise specified. All lectures take place at RICS Great
George Street lecture hall and are timed at 17.30 for 1800
unless otherwise stated.
Thursday 15 January 2015
Annual UK GEO Forum Lecture
Lecture title and speaker TBC
Thursday 07 May
BIM and visualisation. Speaker TBC
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GEO Appathon
The Group on Earth Observations
(GEO) has announced the
winners of GEO Appathon 2014.
The winning GEO-Apps ranged
from a location, soil and climatespecific guide for farmers and
gardeners to identify the best
crops to grow, to a real-time
flood and landslide warning
system for El Salvador. The GEOApps were developed during a
six-month competition that
attracted almost 250 individuals
from close to fifty countries. Visit
http://geoappathon.org/

FATMAP for skiers
FATMAP is a new ultra-high
resolution 3D ski-mapping app
that may revolutionise skiing and
snowboarding. It uses highresolution satellite imagery to
create 3D models of the most
popular ski areas with a grid
resolution of 2m. This
unprecedented level of detail,
and the ability to move around
the 3D world from any angle and
distance, will revolutionise how
users plan a day out on the
slopes, both on and off the piste.
It includes virtual reality 3D flythroughs which will help both
piste and freeride users plan and
experience their routes before
heading out and following them
easily using GPS-enabled
navigation. Visit fatmap.com.

European data modelling
The Open Geospatial Consortium
joins EUROSDR, AGILE, JRC and
ELF in presenting an important

technical workshop focused on
the geospatial elements of data
models. The workshop will be
held 28-31 January at the Danish
Geodata Agency, Copenhagen,
Denmark.
Data modelling is a mature
discipline, but how best to handle
a number of specific modelling
issues such as semantic mediation
for cross community collaboration
is challenging. The potential
benefits of solving such issues for
automating implementation of
data distribution and sharing
environments is obvious.
However, many considerations
need to be taken into account
when defining and agreeing to
the data model. The workshop
aims at identifying challenges in
order to identify relevant research
topics and encourage
development of best practice
recommendations. Visit
www.geonovum.nl/workshopeurosdr

No-Dig award
Utilities and mobile laser
scanning company, Catsurveys
has won the “new Machine”
category at the International
Society for Trenchless Technology
No-Dig Awards. The award was
for an innovative geo-referencing
system and process that allows
the coupling of data generated
with a vehicle towed Mobile
Ground Penetrating Radar
(MGPR) system and a GPS. The
system uses a unique
synchronization process to rapidly
link large quantities of GPR data
with its accurate geographic
location via GPS. The mobile
feature of the system allows the
recording of up to 50 linear
kilometres per day with minimal
impact on traffic and associated
traffic management requirements.

Northwest Passage
Just weeks after the longanticipated discovery of one of
Sir John Franklin’s lost ships the
British Library is hosting an
exhibition that looks back over
almost 400 years of history of the
fabled Northwest Passage.
From Charles II’s lavish
personal atlas to 19th century
woodcut illustrations and
wooden maps crafted by Inuit
communities, the exhibition

NEWS

features material from Europe,
Canada and the Arctic, much of it
on display for the first time,
giving incredible insights in to
the mysterious area which has
lured explorers like Franklin to
their deaths.
The exhibition is accompanied
by an exciting project by the
British Library’s new interactive
fiction writer in residence Rob
Sherman, who will be writing an
interactive story and game to
accompany the exhibition, funded
by CreativeWorks London.
• Seeking the Northwest Passage
runs from 14 November to 29
March 2015.

Topcon acquires
Wachendorff
Topcon has acquired Wachendorff
Elektronik GmbH and its US
subsidiary, Wachendorff
Electronics Inc, manufacturers of
in-cabin mounted consoles for the
industrial vehicle market in the
agricultural and construction
industries. Ray O’Connor, Topcon
Positioning Group president and
CEO said, “This acquisition is a
key ingredient of our global
strategy to strengthen our ability
to serve original equipment
manufacturers (OEM) and
establish the foundation for
Topcon manufacturing in Europe.”

Mapping air pollution
Arguments about which UK city
has the most polluted air could
be put to rest thanks to a project
that uses state-of-the-art
techniques to measure air
pollution in city environments. A
partnership between the
University of Leicester and
Bluesky is aiming to improve the
monitoring of dangerous gases in
urban environments. Using an
airborne mapping system,
developed by scientists at the
University of Leicester, integrated
with ground based sensors, a
Bluesky sponsored PhD student,
Jordan White is aiming to provide
a quantitative understanding of
the levels of nitrogen dioxide
around a given city.

Trimble becomes OGC
Principal Member
The Open Geospatial Consortium
has announced that Trimble has
raised its membership level from

Technical Committee level to
Principal level. As a Principal
member, Trimble will participate
in OGC’s planning committee to
explore market and technology
trends.

COWI to operate two ALS80-HP scanners

New FIG council
The current FIG council held its
last meeting on 25th November
2014, bringing to a close the fouryear term. The new president is
Chryssy Potsiou (TCG-Greece) and
Vice Presidents are Bruno Razza
(CNGGL, Italy), Pengfei Cheng
(CSGPC, China), Rudolf Staiger
(DVW, Germany) and Diane
Dumashie (RICS, United Kingdom).

MapAction to Ghana
The Daily Telegraph reports that
survey manager Kirsty Ferris has
been mobilised to Ghana, west
Africa, with the charity MapAction,
to give ten days of her time and
her geomatics expertise to help
fight the Ebola crisis.
Using GIS, over the coming
weeks she will work with
UNMEER, the UN Mission for
Ebola Emergency Response as
part of a team helping to fight
the spread of the disease. The
charity has also been working in
Liberia, Sierra Leone and Mali.

DSA seminar
The Defence Surveyors’
Association (DSA) is holding a
mini-seminar on Saturday 21st
March 2015 at the Gurkha
Museum in Winchester. The cost
is £30 which includes a Gurkha
curry lunch. The programme
includes talks on George III’s
collection of Military maps and
two talks and a film about in the
struggle for India between the
British and Japanese in 1944.
Email Mike Nolan for more
information:
maptnolan@gmail.com.

SP80 wins in the
rainforest
When the Land Survey
Department of Sarawak wanted
to upgrade its cadastral survey
capability, it held a competition
among six leading brands to
determine the best GNSS receiver
for its needs. The clear winner in
all seven of the benchmark tests,
conducted by the Land Survey
Department, was the Spectra

Danish mapping company COWI is the first in Europe to start
operating two new Leica ALS80HP airborne scanners. The new
advanced technology will be used for large area scanning as well
as forest assessment, and supporting engineering design services.
The ALS80-HP scanners will be an essential part of COWI’s
workflow that includes a wide range of aircrafts and helicopters
as well as data-processing facilities.
The extremely high point densities as well as faster acquisition
and processing times will allow COWI to realise new applications
in the mapping, utility and transportation market,” comments Dr.
Hartmut Rosengarten, Director of Airborne & Mobile Mapping
Solutions EMEA at Leica Geosystems.

Precision SP80 GNSS receiver.
One test compared distance
measurements derived from the
GNSS equipment with EDM
measurements between two
heavily vegetated points more
than 13 km distant. The SP80
receiver, with its 240-channel
chipset optimized for tracking and
processing signals from all GNSS
constellations, won this contest
repeatedly with all measurements
within five millimetres of the
known distance. The SP80 also
beat the competition on RTK and
static baseline tests.

UAS gets go ahead in US
Trimble has announced that the
US Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) has granted
an exemption that will allow the
company to conduct commercial
operation of its Trimble UX5
aerial imaging system. The
exemption was granted pursuant
to Section 333 of the FAA
Modernization and Reform Act of
2012, which authorizes the FAA
to grant exemptions from FAA
rules limiting commercial
operation of Unmanned Aircraft

Systems (UAS) pending the
adoption of permanent rules.
Section 333 exemptions are
intended to “provide a pathway
for civil operators who desire safe
and legal entry” into the US
National Airspace System.

Amec Foster Wheeler
buys surveying company
Amec Foster Wheeler has
announced that it has acquired
Scopus Group (Holdings) Ltd, a
laser scanning, dimensional
control and lean engineering
company whose precise survey
data is used to engineer piping
and structural solutions for the
global oil and gas industry.
Headquartered in Aberdeen,
with bases in international oil
and gas hubs, Scopus employs
around 300 employees who
provide specialist engineering
services to the global oil and gas,
petrochemical and nuclear
industries. Scopus will continue
to offer independent services to
its customers while building on
Amec Foster Wheeler’s presence
in 50 countries and extensive
customer base.
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Severn buys MMS

PEOPLE
Hon doctorate for McLaren

Following a period of testing in central London, Severn Partnership
has bought Leica Geosystems Pegasus:Two mobile mapping
system, becoming just the second company worldwide to
purchase. Mark Combes, managing director at Severn Partnership
said: “. . . we understand that we need to invest in the latest
technology in order to continue to offer the highest level of
service to our customers. Pegasus:Two is probably the most
accurate mobile mapping unit on the market and does not need
survey ground control installed ahead of it. We will be transferring
it between mobile vehicles, cars, vans, rail roaders, trolleys, and
other vehicles to scan data across all number of terrain.”

Topcon and A-plant link
A new strategic partnership has
been announced by Topcon and
A-plant for hire of machine
control systems. The link up
means both site surveying and
machine control equipment from
Topcon is now available from Aplant’s nationwide network of
hire centres.

Leica partners Headwall
Leica Geosystems and Headwall

EVENTS CALENDAR 2015

International LiDAR Mapping Forum
23-25 February, Denver Colorado
www.lidarmap.org/International
SPAR International 2015
March 30-April 2, Houston Texas USA
http://www.sparpointgroup.com/
international/
Offshore Survey 2015 conference
15-16 April, Southampton, UK
www.offshoresurvey.co.uk
World Cadastre Summit
April 20-25 Instanbul, Turkey
http://wcadastre.org
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Ramage joins
what3words
Former managing director of
Ordnance Survey International,
Steven Ramage, has joined
London-based mapping startup
what3words, a technology
company which pinpoints any
3m × 3m square in the world
and gives it a three-word
descriptor, for example
meal.timing.quiet is the location
of Karl Marx’s tomb in Highgate.
It’s more accurate than using a
postcode and it is much more
user-friendly than trying to share
the latitude and longitude of a
picnic spot.

Lightning strikes twice for DIT!

Photonics have announced the
establishment of a partnership
agreement whereby Leica will
resell and integrate Headwall’s
line of hyperspectral imaging
sensors into their airborne
product portfolio. Headwall’s
Hyperspec sensors generate a
very high resolution hyperspectral
datacube that allows users to
map features based on the
chemical composition of objects
in the scene.

• SEMINARS • CONFERENCES • EXHIBITIONS • COURSES • WORKSHOPS
GW welcomes advance details of events of interest to the Geomatics community.
Details to: editor@pvpubs.demon.co.uk
Annual UK Geoforum Lecture
15 January, RICS hq London

At a ceremony at the University
of Glasgow on Friday 5th
December 2014 an Honorary
Degree of Doctor of Science was
conferred on Robin McLaren,
director of Know Edge Ltd, in
acknowledgment of his
contribution to Geomatics. The
citation recognised Robin as a
national and international
pioneer and outstanding
practitioner and adviser on
spatial data infrastructure design
and implementation. Robin
graduated from the University of
Glasgow in 1975 with a BSc in
Topographic Science.

RIEGL LIDAR 2015
May 5-8, Hong Kong & Guangzhou China
http://www.riegl.com/mediaevents/events/
FIG Working Week
17-21 May, Sophia, Bulgaria
www.fig.net/fig2015
GEO Business 2015
27-28 May, Business Design Centre,
London
www.GeoBusinessShow.com
HxGN Live 2015
1-4 June, Las Vegas Nevada
http://hxgnlive.com/
also: 18-20 November, Hong Kong
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Above: Left to Right: Professor Brian Norton (DIT President), Dr Audrey
Martin (Chair of the MSc in Geospatial Engineering, DIT), Professor
Gerry Farrell (Director and Dean of Engineering and Built Environment),
Kevin O’Mahony and Ian Pennington (Geospatial Sales Account
Manager, Trimble) and the Trimble V10 Imaging Rover.
KOREC is delighted to announce that the winner of the
worldwide 2014 Trimble geospatial student paper competition.
Kevin O’Mahony, a BSc Geomatics student at the Dublin Institute
of Technology (DIT) in Ireland, is the second DIT student to win
this prestigious award following the success of David Hyland in
2012. Both students submitted their papers under the supervision
of Dr Audrey Martin, chair of the MSc in Geospatial Engineering
course. Kevin’s paper was a 1500 word analysis of the achievable
accuracies from online Precise Point Positioning (PPP) PostProcessing Services in Ireland; part of his prize included an
invitation to present his work at the Trimble Dimensions
conference in Las Vegas in November. The paper was based on
his final dissertation which has since been awarded a first class
honours. Trimble has also donated a Trimble V10 Imaging Rover
complete system including a Trimble R10 GNSS receiver to DIT in
a grand prize that totals over $50,000.

50 iconic years
getting it right in the UK

The Shard
London’s skyline is changing dramatically. From 1710 to 1962 St
Paul’s Cathedral was London’s tallest building standing at 365ft
high. Canary Wharf, the Gherkin and the Shard are all new buildings
on London’s skyline and dominate St Paul’s Cathedral significantly.
Leica Geosystems has played a major part in changing London’s
landscape over the past 5 decades including the construction of the
Shard.

Leica Geosystems proposed a system of TPS total
stations, four GNSS receivers and four dual-axis
inclinometers located on the rig. The system offered
verifiable data from more than one system. The GNSS
antennas were co-located with 360° prisms to give a
constant check on GNSS positions against total station
readings. The combined systems fed data into GeoMoS,
Leica’s monitoring software which can be installed
offsite or over the web and provide early warning of any
departure from design tolerances.
Great British moments, we were there.

To follow our iconic journey,
50iconicyears.leica-geosystems.co.uk
#50yearsLGSUK

Undercurrents

Lunch with photogrammetrists,
dinner with gangsters (almost)
by Malcolm Draper, Rentalength

A busy last quarter
sees our columnist
dining in
Chicksands and
Piccadilly and
getting warmer in
the search to
identify that odd
instrument.

A

very happy and prosperous New Year to
all Undercurrents’ readers. Please keep
the stories, anecdotes and snippets
coming during the year and we’ll do our best to
publish them; and do bear in mind the
Chairman’s statement that this is the year for
Collaboration!
Last year seemed to pass in a bit of a blur
but several events in the last quarter were
outstanding. In late October on a lovely
autumn day the Editor and I joined a party
visiting the Museum of Military Intelligence in
Chicksands, which houses the Medmenham
Collection of items from the second world war
about aerial photography and photo
interpretation.
What a splendid day out it was. It was
great to catch up with John Leatherdale (who
organized the trip), Ernie Wickens, Robin
Waters, Richard Groom and others. At the
end of the very busy and intense morning of
information from our guides my head was
spinning, although I really wanted to go back
and spend more time there but by then a
pint and some lunch beckoned. But just to
keep readers’ interests amused I couldn’t
resist snapping this rather saucy 1940s
cartoon with a photogrammetric theme
(surely the only one?).
In the meantime and until we visit
again, we thought readers would
enjoy the following quote from a
War Office guidance document
issued for censors and written in
1944:
“A censor needs the eye of a hawk,
memory of an elephant, nose of a
bloodhound, vigilance of an owl,
voice of a dove, sagacity of
Solomon, patience of Job and
impertabability of the Sphinx.” To
which the writer added: “Censorship
is therefore not the last resort of the
feebleminded and witless”.

Above: Photo interpretation in world
war two was not all hard work,
whatever your elders may tell you.
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Sounds a bit like surveying to us!
The visit is reported in some detail
elsewhere in this issue of GW but
afterwards it did prompt the
question: What is the difference
between Strategic Reconnaissance
and Tactical Reconnaissance? Is it the
difference between what you plan to
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Malcolm
Anderson
spotted this
marker in
Cooktown,
Australia.

do and what you actually do? Answers please
from my military friends.

Mark of enthusiast
Malcolm Anderson writes in response to
Stephen Hawkins’ discovery in Disneyland (GW
Nov/Dec 2014):
It brought to mind my own experience about 20
years ago while on a conducted 4WD drive up
Queensland’s Cape York Peninsula, enduring the
familiar light-hearted Aussie mockery of Brits
meted out by our earthy driver-guide. Stopping
overnight at Cooktown we went to the top of
Grassy Hill for the panoramic evening view which
had been enjoyed by Captain Cook while he
awaited the repair of his good ship the
Endeavour following its grounding on the reef.
As the splendours of the view were being
pointed out I went across to inspect a survey
marker on the highest point of the hill. This
prompted our guide’s loud exclamation “Jeez,
you godda believe this. Bloody Poms fly all the
way around the world and drive hundreds of
miles to see this view and what do they bloody
well do? They take pictures of the bloody
ground!”

Next, Mike Downing writes:
While at a refresher course at the Field Survey
School at Southampton in 1963, I was given SU
something or other to revise, the ‘A’ edition
having already been published with the local
pylon lines positioned on the sheet. My job was
to plot the River Test which was known to have
wandered. Armed with a plane table, alidade,
scale, marble for levelling and a couple of 4H
pencils, there I was standing naked in the river
with the board a few inches above the ripples, a
near perfect series of ‘inside the triangle’
positions thanks to the pylons already supplied
and so the revision of the river banks began. My
fellow course member (Dick. . . from the Isle of
Wight) rambled around the banks with a pole
and 30m tape. I held the zero end.
Given that the initial revision method of the

Undercurrents
old County Series 25-inch was a bit hit or miss,
we had no satellites to guide us, air photos
might have been useful but no ground control
had been surveyed (cost?); the plane table was
as good a revision method as any, given the
uncertain joining point of reed beds and the
actual bank of the river.
Yours, remembering enjoyably.

Thank you Malcolm and Mike, seems this
column certainly stirs memories.

Winkle Brown again
Did you hear Eric Winkle Brown on Desert Island
Discs recently? Undercurrents featured Eric in
the July/August issue. This extraordinary man,
who flew 487 different types of plane and holds
the world record for aircraft carrier landings, will
be 96 in January. He is the Fleet Air Arm’s most
decorated pilot and a history that reads like a
handbook in beating the odds. He told Kirsty
Young, the presenter of the show, that he’d
recently bought a new sportscar and his 90-year
old partner was complaining that he was
“running her ragged”!

Baghdad, floods and Ghengis Khan
The last quarter of 2014 heard several
interesting and even inspirational lectures at
the RGS. I missed several so the following are
not only my recollections but the Editor’s too.
Baghdad: city of peace, city of blood by
Justin Marozzi (also the title of a book) lived
up to its expectations but perhaps with a little
too much gore. The city’s most successful ruler
was probably Harun al-Rashid, the caliph of
The Arabian Nights, who filled his palace with
scholars and poets and his bed with gorgeous
courtesans (dream on, Ed.).
Prof Edmund Penning-Rowsell of Middlesex
University’s Flood Hazard Research Centre
allayed some of the myths about flooding
peddled by the popular press, particularly
following the floods in Somerset last winter
and the wilder estimates of future flood
events compared to actual insurance claims.
Reassuringly, for those of us living close to the
river and the capital, he told us the design life
of the Thames Barrier is 1000 years!
On the trail of Ghengis Khan with Tim Cope
was a little disappointing, not least because
the RGS auditorium was brim full and I was
left viewing a small screen in the bar. We
learnt little about the great warrior and a lot
about travel today across Asia.

London Survey Dinner
I was honoured to be invited again to Paul
MacArthur’s London Survey Dinner. A last
minute change of venue found us ensconced at
the Jewel Piccadilly, which had something of a
1960s feel about it, with scantily clad waitresses
rushing around doing all the work while
swarthy male staff looked lazily on. It rather
took me back to another age. I almost expected
the Kray Twins to walk in at any moment.

The dinner went very well with great food
and company including Chris Preston, Versha
Carter, James Kavanagh, Caroline Hobden and
my old mate Tony Beagley of course our
gracious host, Paul MacArthur.
Ironically the dinner was held on the same
day as the death at 91 was announced of the
notorious London gangster “Mad” Frankie
Fraser (aka “The Dentist” – you don’t want to
ask). After spending 42 years of his life in
prison Frankie suffered the ignominy of his last
offence, which was for causing a rumpus over
an armchair in the care home where he spent
his final days, resulting in an ASBO. In the
meantime, I hear that as a mark of respect for
Frankie, at their next match Millwall football
fans have promised to hold a minute’s violence.

The Guernsey instrument: at last!
Following our publication of a picture snapped
in Guernsey by reader Phil Smart of a Zeiss
Jena instrument of unknown application in the
last two issues of Undercurrents, Mike Ewer
has been in contact. Mike worked for many
years with Carl Zeiss Jena in the UK so he
should know! He says it’s a Stabilisierten
Auswanderungsmesser 17 but he’s still
awaiting a translation so we can find out what
it was for. Well what a snappy title. No
wonder it’s forgotten while all surveyors know
what a T2 or a Disto is! Anyway, we’re turning
to Mike again to identify this device, also from
the noble Jena stable.

‘‘

. . .his last
offence, which
was for causing a
rumpus over an
armchair in the
care home where
he spent his final
days, resulting in
an ASBO.

’’

Miscellany
The recent round of US elections has thrown
up some interesting names. The governor of
Idaho is one Butch Otter (bet he’s gonna sort
out those effete water voles). Meanwhile the
Treasurer of Alabama (yes, they vote for
accountants!) is safely in the hands of Young
Boozer. Meanwhile, in the UK the honours list
has given a peerage to one Susan Garden.
Commenting on a complaint from a Mr Arthur
Purdey about a large gas bill, a spokesman for
North West Gas said, “We agree it was rather
high for the time of year. It’s possible Mr
Purdey has been charged for the gas used up
during the explosion that destroyed his house.”
(The Daily Telegraph).
In security news Irish police are being
handicapped in a search for a stolen van,
because they cannot issue a description. It’s a
Special Branch vehicle and they don’t want
the public to know what it looks like.
(The Guardian)
And in seasonal weather news: “At the height
of the gale, the harbourmaster radioed a
coastguard and asked him to estimate the wind
speed. He replied he was sorry, but he didn’t
have a gauge. However, if it was any help, the
wind had just blown his Land Rover off the cliff.
(Aberdeen Evening Express)
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Got a tale to tell?
Please send letters for
publication by e-mail
to the Editor: editor@
pvpubs.demon.co.uk
or contact
Undercurrents, in
strictest confidence if
you wish (we promise
to change names,
places, etc to
protect the guilty!),
via e-mail:
rentamalc@aol.com
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Letters

Letters to the editor
editor@pvpubs.demon.co.uk
It’s been awhile since any
reader has written to us on
a serious matter. Despite the
somewhat critical nature of
the letter below the Editor
would like to emphasise
that we welcome serious
criticism from readers of GW
on matters affecting the
profession. Keep them as
concise as possible and try
not to personalise them. We
await your next broadside
dear readers!

From Keith Syrett, FRICS
What a whingy, whiny
article you published by
Richard Groom in your last
edition. Mr Groom, as
Technical Editor, should
stick to technical matters
and not try to analyse the
reasons for lack of respect
for members of the
profession by users and the
greater public. In my
opinion, the lack of respect
for the qualified and
unqualified surveyor/
geomaticist is due entirely
[to] a lack of broader
knowledge and a projection
of their profession. The
reason for recognition of
the profession in places like
Australia and in continental
Europe is their place in the
Cadastral process and the
needs of the landowner
during registration of
Land/Deeds. The licensed
surveyor is a recognised
professional.
Not so in UK where the
profession has only
relatively recently become
a “stand alone” entity. It
was always traditionally
done by engineers and
unqualified personnel
under their supervision.
The definition of the
surveying aspect of any
project is spelt out in the
Scope of Work section of
the contract. It is therefore
up to the professional to
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have a qualified person
included as part of the
contract specification. The
biggest problem with
qualified personnel is that
they think what matters in
a project is the
qualification and that
fringe subjects are
unimportant as witnessed
by Groom’s and Preston’s
remarks regarding Project
Management. If more
surveyors were able to
understand management,
they would be more readily
accepted in the project
world.
I am a qualified Land
Surveyor who has many
awards in recognition of
my management skills, if
more surveyors were
involved during the
bidding stage for projects
which were awarded by
technical merit rather than
low bid, they would be
recognised as a much
more valuable asset than is
currently the case. Witness
the salaries they
command.
NASA were able to put a
man on the moon by project
management skills rather
than by qualifications.

Richard Groom comments
I would suggest that the
only reason that surveyors
are respected in Australia is
their privileged position as
boundary surveyors. In
Britain, we have to be
exemplary, because we have
no protection, which at
least means that what
respect we do have is
genuine.
Syrett goes on to say
that traditionally, survey
work was always carried
out in Britain by engineers
and unqualified staff
under the supervision of
engineers. He appears to
suggest that professional
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surveyors need not be
involved in ‘engineering
surveying’, which logically
means that the profession
of land surveyor should
not exist in the UK. It is a
point of view, but I
disagree with it, because
surveyors have skills that
go beyond the boundaries
of engineering. We should
be involved in every aspect
of a project from preplanning through to asbuilt and beyond, but does
the engineer (or project
manager, or owner) realise
this? If he does not, then
there is work to be done,
which was the whole point
of my article.
I suggest that it is
project managers who
(generally) do not have the
broad knowledge of people
and processes that they
manage. Surveyors have to
be able to apply their skills
in a hugely varied market
place, which is why we
develop areas of
specialisation – like for
example railways, or indeed
boundaries. Would a
project manager working
on a road project
appreciate the need to find
a surveyor with a track
record on roads? I think
not, because the prevailing
attitude is that “we need a
surveyor” and any surveyor
will do. If that is a
‘whinge’, then I make no
apology for it. Project
managers don’t (generally)
have a picture of what we
do and don’t know who to
call when they need advice.
They therefore either ask
the wrong people or ‘wing
it’ themselves.
I am certainly not
suggesting that project
management is unnecessary.
A good project manager is
gold dust – just like a good
surveyor!

Chris Preston comments
“The biggest problem with
qualified personnel is that
they think what matters in a
project is the qualification
and that fringe subjects are
unimportant as witnessed by
Groom's and Preston's
remarks regarding Project
Management. If more
surveyors were able to
understand management,
they would be more readily
accepted in the project
world.”
I have never considered
that fringe subjects are
unimportant in projects.
However, it is readily
apparent that when I deal
with many project managers
that their knowledge of
“fringe subjects” is very
limited too, to the extent
that in some cases they
have little knowledge of
engineering construction
projects or the significance
of understanding the widely
varying disciplines that need
to collaborate to
successfully execute a
project. They may have
knowledge of a single
discipline but rarely more
than that and other project
team members are expected
to “dig the project out of
the mire” when things have
been agreed that are simply
not practicable in the name
of budget and programme.
Qualifications are not the
universal panacea for
everything but a good
understanding of
engineering (in my case
engineering surveying) does
enable appropriate
solutions to be arrived at
that are not perfect but are
a pragmatic solution to a
problem resulting in
lessened risk to a project in
the terms that project
managers understand,
namely budget and
programme.

Geomatics PGB Chair

The buzzword is “collaboration”
for 2015

S
2015 offers some
exciting prospects
says Chris Preston,
chair of RICS
Geomatics
Professional Group.
New courses, Big
Data and GEO
Business will be to
the fore.

o the sands of time have moved on and
by the time you read this 2015 will be
upon us. Did you make any New Year
resolutions? What is more to the point, are
you still keeping them? For me, my most
important resolution is to communicate better
with you all but in whatever medium is most
appropriate. That is where you come in. Be it
this column, e-mail, Linked In, twitter or via a
blog, I would really like to know. A nil
response suggests what we are doing is right
yet I am afraid I do not necessarily believe this
to be the case. So please get in touch either
by e-mail to the usual address or to me
directly via Linked In.
Hopefully most of you must have noted
that there has been a much more positive
attitude within the industry in connection with
sharing information on activities and I would
really like my successor in this role to be
looking back when they write this column
next year and be saying that 2015 must be
seen as the “Year of Collaboration.” With all
the industry players working towards a
common goal of ensuring that as an industry
we speak with a common voice.

Apprenticeships

Chris Preston welcomes
your comments and
thoughts so please email
to the following address
geochair.rics@gmail.com

It is encouraging to see an initiative now
begun to set up apprenticeships for surveyors.
I would go one stage further and say that this
would help build on the excellent work
already done by the TSA, now running the
Survey School at Worcester. Ideas have
included a course for surveyors assistants and
another for technician level surveyors. I am
sure you will be hearing more about this
during 2015 and I hope that as many of you
as possible will support this.

We are part of the value added economy
This issue of GW has a focus on Big Data and
so I return to a previous column when I
focused on the key roles that we must have
going forward. Peter Baumann
(GeoConnexion Nov/Dec 2014) explained
eloquently about the use of data. “For it to be
of value it means discovery, assessment,
aggregation, and access as well as proper
storage, processing and analysis. Modern
cutting-edge uses of data involve analysis via
statistical modelling and predictive analytics.
As available data and computational power
increase so does the precision and value of
analytics.” As surveyors we are part of the
value added economy, as well as data
collection.

More interesting projects
I was fortunate enough to attend a recent
conference in Las Vegas and it again mystified
me why we do not have much stronger links
with our fellow geomaticians and surveyors
across the pond. Many of their issues are the
same as ours and after picking up some new
magazines to read, it is interesting to reflect
that the range of topics covered vastly exceeds
our rather limited offerings. I do not believe
that many of you are not working on
interesting projects and techniques so why not
bombard the Editor with new and exciting
projects and ideas you are working on as the
buzzword is COLLABORATION rather than
working in silos.
GEO Business will soon be upon us so have
you registered yet to attend and to hear some
of the exciting ideas that will be explained and
most importantly, are you encouraging your
clients to attend?

How to ensure that you always get Geomatics World
If you receive GW as part of your RICS membership, you must inform the Institution of any change of address. As
publishers of GW we cannot change the RICS membership database for you. Call +44 (0)870 333 1600 or log on
to the RICS website or write to: RICS Contact Centre, Surveyor Court, Westwood Way, Coventry, CV4 8JE, UK or
email contactrics@rics.org Subscribers to GW can call +44 (0)1438 352617 or email: lucy@pvpubs.demon.co.uk
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Laser scanning & big data

B i g D a t a : B i g p ro b l e m s f o r s u r v e y o r s ?
By Richard Groom and Stephen Booth

Laser scanning has
made data
acquisition
substantially simpler
but the accurate
analysis and
registration of data
requires both
effective software
and the core skills
of the land surveyor.
Is the software
doing the job and is
it encouraging
those without the
core skills to have a
go? GW has
discussed the
subject with several
surveyors with wide
experience of laser
scanning.

F

or some time now the world has been
getting excited about Big Data, the ability
to mine the huge amounts of data that
companies collect about us and put it all
together to deduce. . . well goodness knows
what. It’s almost certainly the cause of those
irritating phone calls from scripted overenthusiastic people wanting to sell us
something we don’t need and those emails
from companies we’ve never heard of. More
positively, big data promises major advances in
fields like astronomy and genomics.

For ‘mega’ read ‘giga’
Surveying however has its own problems with
big data. And they are rather different from
unsolicited marketing. Our big data problem
comes from high resolution laser scanning and
imaging, and it is aggravated by stitching
scans together to make composite point
clouds, 3D models and mosaics.
For surveyors, moving from surveying
techniques involving taking relatively few field
observations made using a total station or by
manual methods to technology that involves
gathering millions of observations per set-up
using a laser scanner is a daunting prospect.
Even when using traditional techniques, it can
be a challenge to manage the raw data,
computed data and results in such a way that
it can be revisited easily. With laser scanning
we are looking at gigabytes of data even for
small projects. But some projects can easily
demand hundred of scans. Is the hardware
and software up to this and, if not, what are
the issues that need addressing?

A user’s view

‘‘

. . . it should be
up to the
surveyor to
decide whether
he uses a tape or
an airborne or
terrestrial laser
scanner or an
imaging system.

’’
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According to Patrick Collins of chartered
surveyors Michael Gallie & Partners, none of
the software packages recommended by the
laser scanner vendors are good at handling
large datasets containing hundreds of scans.
There are limitations on the file size of
individual scans and the software is slow at
merging scans, so slow in fact that hours (or
more) can pass whilst your high-end 64bit
mega PC with Gigabytes of RAM grinds away.
Also, the available software cannot handle the
complete survey process from collection to
analysis through to deliverable, necessitating
intermediary formats where vital meta-data is
lost, such as scan name, target positions and
control information.
‘They’re also not very good at overlaying’,
says Collins, ‘to the point where, when you
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attempt an overlay, the model collapses’. He
adds, ‘One might expect, as new versions
appear, that these problems would gradually
go away but instead menu options are
changed and you find you can’t do what you
previously did. Processes which worked in a
previous version of the software suddenly no
longer work after so-called upgrades.’
Collins continues: ‘All of this can lead to a
lack of confidence in the overall accuracy of
the model, as scans are merged and overlaid.
In a nutshell, some of the designers of these
packages seem unaware of the underlying
principles of surveying and the need to
maintain dimensional accuracy, calibration and
control. There are ongoing issues with the use
of global co-ordinates in 3D software with one
of the market leaders currently dealing with a
bug where the overall scale of the point cloud
is readjusted upon import, leading to small
but important changes to the real world data.’

A solution to BIM?
With the recent push towards all things BIM,
and the clever placement of laser scanning as a
solution to BIM as-built data acquisition, Collins
finds that his company is seeing increasing
demand for “laser scan surveys” unrelated to
the actual client requirement. ‘We’ve long been
a profession eager to use new technology and
demonstrate it to clients to show them what it
can offer (whether they need it or not!). Many
of us are also rather ingenious at putting
together systems of sensors and computers.
Alas none of this is of much interest to clients.
Once a surveyor has ascertained exactly what it
is his client wants surveyed, at what scale,
accuracy and the end purpose of the survey,
then it should be up to the surveyor to decide
whether he uses a tape or an airborne or
terrestrial laser scanner or an imaging system.’
Many chartered surveyors, who use
scanning for measured and area referencing
surveys face competition from unqualified or
part-time surveyors who have bought or
rented a scanner and offer the service but
who don’t have the fundamental survey
knowledge. At worst they’re just black box,
button-pushing operators. These issues are not
new to the profession. We’ve been there in
the past with EDM and GPS. As these
revolutionary technologies appeared, there
were always those keen to exploit them but
without much knowledge of the basic
principles of survey work. Collins cites a major
supermarket chain which recently appointed

Laser scanning & big data
just such a firm. The client was left with
hundreds of unreferenced scans, no control
and, on one project alone, a dimensional
variation of up to 2.5 metres.

Who needs control?
Concerning the registration of large datasets,
Collins has heard from one manufacturer of a
client who has been able to register 700
scans, but without survey control. He
observes: “Our experience has shown you will
get “drift” across a dataset that size,
especially in height, which is exactly what an
experienced surveyor would expect. Ultimately
the registration of 700 scans without survey
control provides an un-provable result and
cannot be considered a survey, but there is an
inexperienced scanner user base who will
accept the green lights from their software
package as being millimetre correct!”
Laser scanning has made data acquisition
substantially simpler but the accurate analysis
and registration of data still requires the core
skills of the land surveyor. The lack of
understanding of “good” data (accurate,
repeatable, reliable) is not just a problem for
non-surveyors but extends into the software.
Not only does much of the current offering
fail to establish and maintain a proper control
/ registration structure but it also does not
offer proper management of the data
throughout the life-cycle of the project,
through maintaining unique scan names,
scan targets, co-ordinates and change
management.
As one would expect, the processing
software sold by established surveying
equipment manufacturers structures data from
the whole to the part – control to detail, as a
surveyor structures data, but software without
the surveyor behind it, treats control and
detail as the same. If one ignores the
principles of survey, one can get an answer,
and quickly (and therefore price competitively),
but it will not be robust.

Data: how long and what for?
Turning to the question of long-term storage
of laser-scanned big data, the first crucial
question is what data has to be kept, why
and for how long. Why, is a fairly
straightforward question to answer. It has to
be kept in case the survey is called into
question in the future. Contracts normally
stipulate five years or a bit longer. For that
period, it has to be possible for any surveyor
to follow the process used by the original
surveyor from fieldwork through to products.
For the raw data, this could mean not only
recording the data in a suitable format and
possibly imagery as well, but also the
location and orientation of the scanner, date
and time of observation and so on.
The next stage in the process is to register
the scans together and to add survey control.
This involves recording control positions, the

The rise of the laser scanner has
opened up many new opportunities for
surveyors but processing point cloud
images presents new challenges too.
Images courtesy of Leica Geosystems

results of registration computations and the
unified point cloud data. At this point, if the
point cloud is required as a deliverable, the
surveyor has to remove spurious points from
the dataset in a data-cleaning process. By
this stage the surveyor may have three sets
of duplicate data in raw format, pre and post
registration and edited data, all of which has
to be kept until the registered composite
point cloud is verified as accurate and
complete.
Generally the client deliverable is a 2D
drawing or a 3D vector model. This is the
point at which the surveyor may need to
convert the composite point-cloud data into
yet another format to be able to select laser
scanned points to use to define edges and
surfaces. The surveyor might use software
tools to identify some features and manual
techniques to complete the survey. The result
is a much smaller file but the surveyor has to
consider how to model surfaces, which will
never be truly flat, for the client’s purposes.
This information also has to be recorded and
presented to the client as required.
What we have is a huge amount of data in
various formats with only parts of the process
maintaining required survey information..This
makes it difficult, if not impossible, to preserve
any reasonable sort of traditional survey audit
control.
The second question is: what should you do
with this vast quantity of data after the
retention period? This is a commercial decision
although there may be legal implications. The
surveyor has to decide its value (or potential
value) and, if he decides to retain it, what
information has to be retained with the point
cloud and modelled outputs to give future
potential users confidence of its quality. With
a 100 scan project likely to reach 50Gb
between various versions and formats. Data
retention is neither simple nor cheap.
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‘‘

. . . some of the
designers of
these packages
seem unaware of
the underlying
principles of
surveying. . .

’’

‘‘

What we have
is a huge amount
of data in various
formats with only
parts of the
process
maintaining
required survey
information.

’’
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It’s not that simple!
Two main conclusions can be drawn from this
discussion. Firstly, professional surveyors tend to
use a number of different processing packages
because there is not as yet a single piece of
software that can act as a one-stop shop. This
multiplies the task of data management and
demands that interfaces are robust, otherwise
data and metadata gets lost in translation. The
situation has become exacerbated as laser
scanning is used for larger and more
demanding projects with ever bigger datasets.
Secondly, there needs to be a common
understanding between scanner suppliers,
surveyors and clients, that laser scanning
involves more than pushing a button. This is a
surveying instrument and, like any other
surveying instrument, its use should follow
good survey practice both in the field and
especially when processing the data in the
office. Salesmen should be emphasising the
issues regarding data processing to their
customers. Surveyors should understand and

RESEARCH RESPONDS
Bill Wallace, senior software product
manager with the Leica HDS software
labs in San Ramon California responds.
The challenges raised in this article reflect exactly where the
entire industry is struggling. These real world concerns
include getting point cloud data to survey grade quality,
supporting the enormous scale of data as projects grow in
size, and thinking about how to store this massive data and
which associated formats to consider – from 3D models to
point clouds to 2D drawings to associated metadata. All
technology providers in this industry are addressing these
concerns in some manner today but more will be done in
the future.
Along with many developments in the pipeline ready to
address these issues, there are also solutions today that can
work if we think about the issues differently. Using Leica’s
unique traverse method of data collection and our
capability to identify and densely scan individual targets in
the field starts to address the survey quality and “tied to
control” requirement at the earliest stages of a project.
However, these processes are still too cumbersome and
unintuitive, and we’re applying a considerable amount of
resource and research to add unobtrusive, automated and
guided methods in all future hardware and software
solutions. In the near future, users, by default, need to have
systems that know where they are and build that geometric
knowledge into the data from the start.
The scale of data not only takes up hard storage space,
but the more critical path issue is serving it up to the user
with reasonable performance. Leica has been previewing
rendering technologies on our near-term roadmap that
evolve the “open and wait, zoom-and-wait, pan and wait”
experience of point cloud visualisation to an instant access
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follow good survey practice. Clients should
appreciate that this is the way to achieve good
quality reliable data. By employing ‘surveyors’
who do not follow good practice, clients
increase the risk of receiving poor quality data
and the associated costs when it is put to use.
Ignorance of this should be no excuse.
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model with video game-like real-time visualisation..
Regarding the requirements for storage size and
perpetual archiving, there will always be limitations to
address. While Leica is investing heavily in research for
compression methods, the reality that Big Data in our field
is always going to redefine what massive means is the
reality of doing business. Storage formats, such as E57 do
exist and do meet the definition of legal archiving
requirements, so I think the industry has already addressed
the basic needs there.
Finally, I want to address the issue of supporting an
increasing number of formats for point clouds, 3D models,
2D drawings and all the various sources of metadata. We
don’t see this as a format war or a massive conversion
requirement. Rather, in geometric space, we all live in the
same world. The buildings and roads and factories that we
create and manage and measure all live in a specific space.
We see the mass of data formats as all being part of the
same space. You could think of it as layers, but I prefer the
spectrum of light metaphor. Looking at the same physical
thing through various lenses can show you different aspects
of that thing. If I look with an infrared lens, I can see an
entirely different spectrum of information revealed than
when viewed by the naked eye.
If we can properly geo-locate all of our data, these many
formats can all coexist in their own dimension within the
same space. We don’t need to convert anything. We just
need the ability to change the lens according to what
information we want to reveal. Having a thing located
becomes the key index to all the other aspects of that
thing. The point cloud can show me the real condition at a
specific point in time. The 3D model might show me the
initial design or a pending proposal of how this might look
in the future. Links to the operational manual of this thing
can be referenced to its physical location, which shows how
everyone can keep their own data in their own format and
simply keep track of where it is or where it is relevant in the
world for easy access when needed. Systems that support
this approach are the future.

Interview

Talking to Vanessa

V
As Vanessa
Lawrence leaves
Ordnance Survey
GW found her
undaunted by the
odd personal
setback and
enthusiastic to bring
the geospatial
message to the rest
of the world.
Stephen Booth
and Robin Waters,
editor of GIS
Professional talked
to her about the
future as well as her
achievements.

‘‘

‘Those ten
minutes were
vital because
everybody
suddenly got it’,
she says.

’’

anessa Lawrence has now left the job she
has done for the last 13 years as Director
General of Ordnance Survey Great Britain.
During that time she has done more than anybody
else in the UK to push geospatial information up
the government agenda. GW caught up with her
at the 2014 AGI GeoCommunity event. At the
same time we heard testimony to her achievement
from Sir Mark Walport, the Government’s chief
scientific advisor, who said ‘geospatial is integral to
everything I do.’

What we did together
We asked her about how she thinks staff at OS
will remember her and to reflect on her
achievements. ‘I hope they will remember me for
all the things that we did together, the mutual
passion we all had to be part of the digital
revolution. When I started we were in the middle
of the Dotcom bubble. Many in the press said
we didn’t have a role. We were also at the very
beginning of making OS profitable, which we
did very quickly but we also had to increase our
relevance. I asked all the staff to work together
to solve this problem. One of the results was the
launch of MasterMap. When I arrived it was in
the research phase but I asked the staff to finish
it within 14 months – we did it in 13.’
When you talk to Lawrence her infectious
enthusiasm for all things geospatial shines
through. ‘We slowly emerged into learning
together with the private sector. We also made
sure that we became part of the community of
our industry and I hope they would reflect good
support for OS. We tried to create a symbiotic
ecosystem – a strong OS could only be successful
if you had strong private and academic sectors.
Today, all students can get free OS data’.
‘We progressed quickly but kept all our
staff engaged and when inevitable disrupting
events occurred the management team
worked together to deal with them so that
staff could get on with their operational jobs.
When Google Maps came along in 2005, our
people wondered what this meant for OS. I
said to them, ‘What you do is world class. Get
on with it and we’ll deal with Google Maps!’
She hopes that she created a happy
cohesive work environment at OS. Her
landmarks include OS MasterMap, the new
building, free maps for schools, GeoVation,
unlocking some OS data into the open data
space and a unified management team.

Opportunity knocks
Only months into the job and Lawrence saw a
significant opportunity to show what GI could
do for UK Plc. The country was faced with a
serious outbreak of foot & mouth disease.
Back then, geospatial information was being
used operationally to underpin tangible

services like the Land Registry, but it was only
being used extensively in about 25 parts of
government. Lawrence wrote letters setting
out what OS could do but got little response
until a permanent secretary said, ‘If you
definitely think you can do something come
along; you’ve got a ten-minute slot’.
‘Those ten minutes were vital because
everybody suddenly got it’, she says. Accurate
location would assist in making sure that the
vets, who were coming from all over Europe,
would be able to locate the farms and at the
same time there would be a better
understanding of the spread of the disease.
‘Mapping for a strategic common operating
picture was new, whereas today with the
Olympics, last winter’s floods etc, it is an
essential part of the underpinning framework of
the infrastructure of our country.’
Had she experienced any disappointments? ‘I
will always be frustrated that there aren’t 64m
people out there thinking that geospatial underpins
every decision they make – whether they got their
water this morning, their phone signal, the traffic
lights changed in the right sequence for the school
crossing. Those 64m depend on it. Geospatial is
now inside every decision.’

Now for the rest of the globe
Since 2011 Lawrence has been co-chair of the
UN-GGIM, the UN’s initiative on global
geospatial information management. What
attracted her to this? ‘I have always been
passionate about geospatial, inspired by a
geography teacher. Invited by the British
Government and some 90 other countries, she
became the first co-chair of UN-GGM. ‘Since
then we have developed a good understanding
that authoritative and maintained geospatial
data is an essential requirement for
underpinning the infrastructure of nations and is
essential for good governance.’
We asked about the elevator pitch: you
have a few minutes in the lift at UN hq and
the ambassador for a newly elected
government, intent on making savings, asks
why he should support UN-GGIM. ‘I would
convince him of the economic benefits. If they
want to make savings they must have good
geospatial data. Also the economic stimulus.
72% of the world doesn’t have good land
registration systems; as a result they can’t get
loans, they can’t start businesses or stimulate
growth. A geographical base is vital for good
land tenure. It’s about optimally using the
loans you could get, to build infrastructure.’
So how many world leaders really get it, we
asked? ‘Probably about 70, there may be more,
even 100 who understand the importance of
geospatial across the board from developed to
developing countries.’
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Software

To infinity and beyond. . . .
Chartered surveyor
Andrew Maltby
presents his
overview of UNDET
Toolbox V2.1, the
latest software
release that is
helping smooth
workflow from
point cloud to
vector drawing.

‘‘

The transition
from Pointools
was fairly
painless and twodimensional plans
and sections were
derived in a
similar time
frame. . .

’’

O

n the 8th November 2011, Bentley
Systems announced that it had acquired
Pointools, which until then had been a
neutral provider of point cloud software
technology. Almost overnight their plugins for
AutoCAD, Rhino and Sketchup disappeared
along with their imminent plans to launch their
long awaited Revit plugin. For three years, Maltby
Surveys, amongst many others I’m sure, trawled
cyberspace searching for a worthy replacement.
AutoCAD labs looked promising between
versions 12 and 13. They previewed pointcloud
tools with some real bite but sadly failed to make
the release version and have since disappeared.
Instead, it seems point cloud development
funding has been channelled into Recap, which
despite its glossy cover doesn’t really cut it for
surveyors. Most other applications either offer
the earth or cost the earth or both, and yet, in
our opinion, fail to deliver what is really
required in terms of usable tools to produce
measured surveys from point cloud data.
At last, a breath of fresh air in the form of
UNDET ToolBox 2.1, the latest release of an
application that has been developed by InfoEra, a
company with a survey software history dating
back to 1997. Hidden at the geographical centre
of Europe, this Lithuanian software developer has
been quietly going about its business – until now
that is, with Maltby Surveys being the first UK
company to purchase their network licence.

Taking a leaf out of the ant's book
UNDET ToolBox 2.1, taking its name from a
powerful leaf cutting ant above, is a plug-in for
AutoCAD and its vertical products that facilitates
evaluation, visualisation, processing and advanced
modelling of point clouds. It provides excellent
value for users who want to work efficiently with

View sections can
be created using
a powerful yet
simple tool.
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point clouds in AutoCAD and speeds up as-built
documentation for multiple laser scanning tasks.
Some key features include: meshing & texture
mapping; auto sectioning & profiling; automated
feature extraction; deformation analysis & ortho
imaging; true scan view navigation showing the
scanner-centric view for intuitive modelling.
Maltby Surveys were commissioned to carry
out a laser scanning project at the National Space
Centre, Leicester, the UK’s largest visitor attraction
dedicated to space and space exploration,
welcoming around a quarter of a million visitors
each year since its opening in June 2001. The
centre was the brainchild of the University of
Leicester, with support from Leicester City Council.
It was the subject of a joint bid to the Millennium
Commission as a Landmark Millennium Project for
the East Midlands.
Having trialled UNDET for several months
we decided to purchase the software and
make this our first live UNDET Project. The
transition from Pointools Model was fairly
painless and two-dimensional plans and
sections were derived in a similar time frame
to Pointools, even at the first attempt.
The project consisted of only 33 scan locations
and was collected over the course of one day
with a FARO Focus 120. The point resolution was
set at 6mm @ 10m range. Scans were registered
in Scene 5.3 and output as E57 files. UNDET
imports data from a variety of formats including
E57, FLS, LSPROJ, PTS, ZFS, LAS, CL3, CLR ,RSP
and virtually any XYZ format including all LIDAR
data formats with Intensity or RGB. There are four
project import types LIDAR, Topography, Buildings
or Heritage which govern the decimation of the
cloud prior to creating view sections. This allows
for rapid navigating around the model. Individual
scans can be named and grouped into logical sets

Software
such as external, ground, first, roof etc. to help
maintain an efficient workflow.
The concept of creating view sections is a
simple yet very powerful tool to isolate your
working area and permit access to the full point
cloud. A traffic light system gives notification of
availability of further points. As you would expect,
you have complete control over scan point display
colour from true scan colours, through intensity to
greyscale. The user can even define their own
bespoke intensity range to control additional
visual display depending on the reflective
properties of the scanned object. Trueview Scan is
a mode, which allows a facility to view the scan
data directly from the scan position.

Help for BIM or 3D CAD
This is a great tool for novice users as it allows
the user to navigate in an intuitive way. Wall,
floor and ceiling planes can be extracted as 3D
plane objects enabling the rapid creation of
wireframe models. This assists the creation of
Building Information Models or 3D CAD
models used in the context of Rights of Light
analysis. Extraction of meshes is very impressive
and although volumetric analysis is not within
the toolbox, we understand it is possible.
Rationalised surfaces can be easily transferred
to well-established DTM software such as LSS.
Recently developed tools allow for the setup of deformation tolerances and production of

deformation maps. Interrogate deformation
values directly on the image and print or simply
save and share. Additionally, true and projected
ortho images can be generated directly from
the point cloud. Any user, surveyor and client
alike dealing with point clouds whether in
architecture and construction, heritage,
archaeology, civil engineering or land surveying
will I’m sure benefit from UNDET ToolBox 2.1.
Currently, we have only touched the surface
and are still exploring, but there appear to be
plenty more features to get excited about. InfoEra
are also Autodesk Gold Partners and as such are
available to resell Autodesk products in the EU.
Readers wanting more information should go
online to their website www.undet.com or call
them on their direct UK line 020 3695 3526.
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Maltby has been capturing
laser scanned data for the
National Space Centre.
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Handheld laser scanning

ZEB1: on test indoors
by Dr Emily Williams

I

n this handheld system data is captured at
walking speed, as the user moves through the
desired environment. On finishing capture,
data is transferred to the Geoslam servers
where an innovative simultaneous localization
and mapping (SLAM) algorithm combines the
raw data to produce a full 3D point cloud that
can be downloaded and ready for users to
integrate into existing workflows. This novel
approach to processing removes the need for
long hours spent at the computer trying to
register independent scans together. Rather, the
data is processed automatically without need
for user intervention. Users are advised not to
collect more than 20 minutes worth of data in
one mission but, at average walking speed, a
user can collect up to 1km worth of data in
that short period.
At first sight the interesting design of the
ZEB1 may appear gimmicky, but it is in fact
the product of many years of research carried
out by the Australian Research body CSIRO,
which has culminated in the production of a
survey-ready tool. The reader is directed to
Bosse et al. 2012
(https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/7114463
/publications/bosse_tro2012.pdf ) for an indepth explanation of the hardware and
software research that has been undertaken.

The ZEB1 handheld
laser scanner has
been in production
for over a year and
in use the novel
spring mounted
system still gets
the odd strange
glance. The system
consists of a 2D
laser scanner
rigidly fixed to a
MEMS IMU. Both
sit on a spring
which keeps them
in constant and
random motion. So,
is this the ideal
tool for interior
mapping and many
BIM applications?

Hard-to-survey environments
ZEB1 now has multiple users around the world
collecting data of differing environments
including underground mining, caving, building
interiors, building exteriors and forestry. The
device is often used in hard-to-survey
environments where other equipment is either
too bulky or too time consuming to be cost
effective. All this means that the ZEB1 is being
tested to its limits on a daily basis and the
Geoslam team are learning more and more
about efficient and effective operation of the
system; determining which environments are
suitable for such a tool and which are not. This
article offers some insight into the capabilities
of the system for interior mapping and building
information management.

Fixed Diameter Spheres (m)

Sphere Number:
1
2
3

x

Y

z

-0.001 -0.005 -0.001
0.003

0.002

Free Diameter Spheres (m)

x
0.001

y

-0.005 -0.003

0.002

0.003

0.002

-0.001 -0.001 -0.002

0.004

0.001 -0.006

Table 1: Results of the three spheres test
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Preliminary testing
The most frequently asked question from
prospective users is: ‘How accurate is the
system?’ In truth, this is dependent on the
operating environment. The ZEB1 uses the
shape of the environment around it to
calculate its current position. So, if the
environment is poor then the results will also
be poor. The best kinds of environment for the
ZEB1 are locations such as building interiors or
underground tunnels where there are lots of
features all facing in different directions.
Problem environments tend to be open spaces
or long featureless corridors where the lack of
detail makes it difficult for the ZEB1 algorithm
to determine its position.
Some basic laboratory testing has been
undertaken to see how accurate the system
can be. Tests were undertaken at the 3DLM
Research lab in the UK. Three spheres were
positioned in the workshop and the area was
scanned using the ZEB1 and with a Riegl
VZ400 scanner.
The 2D scanner atop the ZEB1 has a
measurement accuracy of ±30mm so instead
of comparing individual points, the data is
modelled and the results are compared against
the terrestrial laser scanning (TLS) data. The
three spheres present in the scan were
modelled and the calculated centre position
was compared. The modelling of the spheres
was undertaken using both a fixed sphere size
and a free sphere size to help determine how
well the sphere was modelled.
Table 1 shows the results of the test. The
largest error is 6mm, the accuracy of the 2D
laser scanner is ±30mm. However, as stated
before, this is the optimum environment for
using the ZEB1 due to all the features in the
environment, so further tests have been
undertaken in a building that is more
representative of typical usage.

BIM
The main benefit of ZEB1 is its rapid data
capture time. There is no need to spend time
setting up equipment and data can be
collected at walking pace as the user moves
through the environment. These qualities make
it ideal for repetitive measurements of indoor
locations, for applications such as maps for
personal navigation, security, project
management and building information
management. A trial was undertaken at the
Nottingham Geospatial Institute (NGI) to
provide validation of the ability of the ZEB1 to
perform internal building surveys.
The NGI is an office environment,

Handheld laser scanning
constructed from a variety of manmade
and natural materials. The layout is
typical of office spaces with a mixture
of large open areas such as an openplan office and an entrance atrium as
well as smaller environments such as
emergency exit stairwells and personal
offices. The building reflects a typical
operating environment for the ZEB1.
Data was collected over all three
floors of the NGI in around 22 minutes.
The full dataset can be seen in Figure
2. To determine the absolute accuracy
of the data it was analysed against a
ground truth TLS scan provided by a
FARO Focus 3D. The FARO data was
registered together using spheres
positioned in the data and accomplished using
the FARO Scene software with a standard
deviation of 0.002m. As the ZEB1 produces
data in a local coordinate system the data was
transformed onto the FARO data using a
variation of the Iterative Closest Point (ICP)
algorithm, with a standard deviation of
0.025m. This value reflects the accuracy of the
2D scanner used in the head of the ZEB1.
Once the data was in the same coordinate
system it was analysed for noise to determine
how well planes can be fitted to the data, for
the creation of building models. Areas of
1m2 throughout the scan were analysed
looking at different building materials to
determine if this had any influence. The areas
analysed were hard floor, plastered walls,
wooden doors and carpeted floor. A plane
was fitted on the different areas and the
standard deviation to the plane was
measured. The results can be seen in Table 2
below and again reflect the capabilities of
the 2D laser scanner on the spring.
Surface

Std. Dev to plane

Plaster

0.015

Wood

0.0088

Carpet

0.0097

Hard Floor

0.0081

Table 2: ZEB1 ‘noise’ on different building materials

Accuracy
The ZEB1 scans were compared against the
FARO data using the open source software,
Cloud Compare. Each floor of the building was
compared independently to keep the datasets
to a manageable size for the software. The
ZEB1 data has fewer shadow areas within its
dataset due to the scanner’s manoeuvrability
during operation. It is possible to navigate
around objects to achieve higher data coverage
in less time. On the other hand, TLS must be
performed in stationary locations and as such
there are always shadowed areas which can
only be reduced with careful planning and
additional setups. This difference between

Above: Figure 2, ZEB1 point cloud of Nottingham Geospatial Institute.

coverage is accounted-for by setting a
maximum limit to the distance that a ZEB1
point can be from the FARO data. In this trial
the limit was set to 0.3m as it is not expected
that any ZEB1 data would be that far from its
‘true’ location. The statistical results from the
comparison are presented in Table 3 and the
ground floor can be visualised in Figure 3. It
can be seen that the majority of points lie
within 0.0325m of their true location. The
areas shown in red are where the FARO does
not provide any reference data and emphasises
the coverage achieved with the ZEB1 unit.

‘‘

The ZEB1 uses
the shape of the
environment
around it to
calculate its
current position.

’’

Comparison against design plan
The data was also assessed against a design
plan of the building held by the University
Absolute Total Distance (m)

X Distance (m)

Y Distance (m)

Z Distance (m)

Ground Floor

Mean
Max
Std Deviation

0.032
0.300
0.045

0.014
0.300
0.027

0.018
0.299
0.034

0.010
0.299
0.024

0.054
0.300
0.072

0.028
0.300
0.047

0.026
0.299
0.047

0.020
0.300
0.043

0.050
0.300
0.073

0.027
0.300
0.049

0.023
0.299
0.046

0.019
0.299
0.043

First Floor

Mean
Max
Std Deviation
Second Floor

Mean
Max
Std Deviation

Table 3: Comparison ZEB1 data and FARO point clouds

Figure 3:
Visualisation of
Cloud Compare
results for NGI
ground floor]
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‘‘

It is possible to
navigate around
objects to achieve
higher data
coverage in less
time.

’’

Estates office. This was undertaken to try and
establish the ability of the ZEB1 to efficiently
report the as-built design for building
management purposes. The floors and ceilings
of the ZEB1 data were removed to see more
easily the building dimensions for comparison,
also all layers, apart from those about visible
aspects of the design plan, were turned off.
When comparing the data against the
design plans it could be seen that 58% of the
doorways on the plan were more than 50 cms
from their true location as detected by the
ZEB1. Of those that were wrong 54% were
widely different, e.g. the entrance to rooms
was on a different wall. Some of these areas
were then inspected using manual
measurements of the location to understand
the usability of the ZEB1 for the creation of
as-built plans. One of these areas can be seen
in Figure 4, which shows a partition wall that
was surveyed by the ZEB1 but did not appear
on the plan. Figure 5 shows the same area
with a comparison of measurements taken
from the ZEB1 data with manual site
measurements. The maximum error of the
ZEB1 data from the manual measurements of
the area is 0.028m, which is consistent with
the other areas tested within the whole
dataset and is also consistent with the
accuracy of the 2D scanner on the ZEB1.

Figure 4 (left): ZEB1 as-built survey shows a partition wall which was not on the
building’s design plan. Figure 5: The area covered by Figure 4, comparing
measurements from ZEB1 data (black) with manual measurements (blue)
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In conclusion
From testing, the conclusion can be drawn
that the relative accuracy of the ZEB1 is in the
region of ±3cm. An advantage of the ZEB1 is
its manoeuvrability and high speed data
capture that will aid the user to efficiently
update building plans without the need to set
up any equipment. An additional benefit is
that there is minimum disturbance either
during construction or whilst the building is in
operation. The accuracy of the data produced
is suitable for building management and
maintenance. With the ability to quickly scan
the area, the system could be used on a more
regular basis for tasks such as building
occupancy vs. capacity for large organisations
along with the monitoring of office
equipment.

About the author
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Google Glass

Don’t be a “glasshole”
“Machines should do what machines do best, thereby freeing up humans to do what they do
best” -- Douglas Engelbart, hardware and networking pioneer and inventor of the mouse.

Our North
American
correspondent Nick
Day takes a close
look at Google’s
latest gadget. There
are security issues
but already plenty
of apps for the
smart specs.

I

t’s not that I’ve always had to have the latest
electronic gadget, but I have always had a
fascination with new technology. I like to
learn about what it is, how it works, what it’s
supposed to do, and what it could do, absent
of any preconceived ideas.
The first electronic gadget I really,
absolutely, had to have was an HP-35 RPN
(Reverse Polish Notation) calculator, with all
the trig functions. Truly a revolutionary timesaver for surveyors; not just a refinement or
improvement. Today, so many new products
are mere hand-me-down refinements on
something revolutionary, and the marketing
guys have to ensure sufficient spin to keep
ahead of their competitors and the eversceptical consumer.

Looking through the Glass

‘‘

. . . connect
instantly on
Bluetooth with
your Androidbased or Apple
smartphone.

’’
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Attending my weekly Berkeley Camera Club
meeting, recently, I was treated to a most
interesting talk/demo on Google Glass by
long-time photographer Yoni Mayeri. She
used to teach photography at CUNY (City Univ
of New York) before moving to the San
Francisco Bay Area, where she is a professional
photographer and teaches classes on
“iPhoneography”. After her presentation,
several of us had a chance to try on the
glasses, take photos, and check items on the
screen. The glasses are very light (43g) thanks
to titanium frames, and much smaller than I
expected. The controls, only on one side,
require just a press or swipe. Looking at the
tiny screen is the equivalent of viewing a 25"
HDTV from 8 feet away. The glasses actually
sit above the eyes so you can look ahead
normally without obstruction.
Photos can be taken in several ways, such
as: winking, nodding your head, or saying
“take a picture.” Before any action, one simply
says “OK Glass” in the same way that I say
“OK Google” on my Nexus Android
smartphone, then ask for directions to
somewhere, find out where all the good coffee
shops are, or ask what is the opening
paragraph of Hamlet. In many instances replies
are spoken. Google Glasses are Wi-Fi/Internet
enabled, and connect instantly on Bluetooth
with your Android-based or Apple smartphone.
You can also send emails direct from Glass. The
camera is 5Mp, and there is 12Gb of storage,
enough for well over 5000 photos before
needing to download. Photos can be sent to
anyone, anywhere, directly from the glasses.
The operation is all hands-free while viewing,
walking, taking photos, and video.
Yoni signed up to be a beta tester for
Google Glass, and got chosen along with
2000 other people around the country and
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from different professions. Being a
photographer, used to having a viewfinder,
she made sure that Google added this feature.
She showed us some really exceptional
photos, and what was surprising to me was
the very even lighting and depth of focus.
Google uses what is basically a wide-angle
lens that helps both of these. Glass can also
take videos and panoramas. A series of
panoramic photos are stitched together right
in the camera’s built-in application. Yoni
admitted that having a Google Nexus Android
smartphone (now running version 5.0
“Lollipop” software) is more seamless, and has
more apps than Apple.
The current cost of Google Glass Explorer is
$1500 in the beta version, but Yoni expects
this could well drop to the $400 range to
ensure maximum take-up.
So, the flippant question is, will men be
back to making passes at women in Google
glasses? Not a chance – that is soooo non-PC
today! The more serious question is, how will
survey and GIS professionals use this exciting
new technology? As always, the limitations
will be the user’s imagination.

Operation
A touchpad, located on the side allows users to
control the device by swiping through a
timeline-like interface displayed on the screen.
Sliding backward shows current events, such as
weather, and sliding forward shows past events,
such as phone calls, photos, and circle updates.
The camera takes 5Mp photos and records
720p HD video. The Explorer version uses a
Liquid Crystal on Silicon (LCoS), fieldsequential colour LED illuminated display. The
display is first P-polarized and then shines
through the in-coupling polarizing beam
splitter (PBS) to the LCoS panel. The panel
reflects the light and alters it to S-polarization
at active pixel sites. The in-coupling PBS then
reflects the S-polarized areas of light at 45°
through the out-coupling beam splitter to a
collimating reflector at the other end. Finally,
the out-coupling beam splitter (a partially
reflecting mirror, not a polarizing beam
splitter) reflects the collimated light another
45° and into the wearer’s eye. Now, if that bit
of info doesn’t fry your brain, nothing will!

Apps
Doctors are already using Google Glass around
the world. Medopad, a London based mobile
health solution provider, announced the first
wearable health record using a Glass app.
Patient records can be accessed, live patient
vitals checked, collaboration during surgery by
sharing with up to five other doctors viewing as

Google Glass
well as record video/take photos with patient
permission. Two doctors have used Glass for
interventional radiology, and how it could assist
a liver biopsy. In mid-June 2013, Rafael
Grossmann, a Venezuelan surgeon practicing in
the USA, was the first to demonstrate its use
during a live surgical procedure. And, medical
students have been able to observe operations
on their laptop computers.
Apps are free, built by third-party
developers. Glass also uses many existing
ones, such as: Google Now, Google Maps,
Google+, and Gmail. In April 2013, Google
released the Mirror API, allowing developers to
start making apps for Glass, but perhaps
interestingly, required that developers not put
ads in their apps or charge fees. Current apps
include those for news, facial recognition,
exercise, photo manipulation, translation,
cooking, and sharing to social networks, such
as Facebook and Twitter. The translation
feature/app is somewhat disarming in that you
can be walking down a street in Paris, and, as
you look at a sign, Glass will translate it for
you from French to English, or whatever
language you wish! The app, Word Lens, will
particularly help with that pesky French menu,
and ensure you get foie gras and not frog’s
legs! Now, how cool, as they say, is that, not
to mention practical?

Glass for hacks
The University of Southern California just started
a course entitled “Glass Journalism,” which will
explore the device’s application in journalism,
and a Michigan schoolteacher took his
classroom on a virtual field trip into the Large
Hadron Collider. This can only accelerate the
way we teach students in the Internet online
era. And, if you’re an average golfer, help is on
the way. Two apps, GolfSight and Swingbyte,
will respectively act as a GPS rangefinder for
accurate pin distance and course data, and
analyze your swing. LynxFit is a personal fitness
coach that helps keep you on track with your
health goals so that you can make it around
that golf course without needing a cart!
Oh, I forgot to mention, Google Glass comes
in five different frame colours for the
fashionistas: charcoal, shale, tangerine, cotton
and sky! There are also twist-on shades
available, with polarized, impact-resistant lenses.

Winning kudos and other uses
Although at the time of writing, plans for a
general consumer release of Glass remain
unknown. The European University Press
published the first book to be read with
Google Glass in October 2014, and introduced
it at the Frankfurt Book Fair. In December
2013, David Datuna became the first artist to
incorporate it into a contemporary work of art.

Privacy and security
A number of people are concerned that
Google Glass affects both privacy and secrecy

by introducing a two-sided surveillance and
sousveillance; http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Google_Glass - cite_note-58 the etiquette and
ethics of using the device in public and
recording people without their permission.
Google’s Sergey Brin claims that Glass could be
seen as a way to become even more isolated in
public, but the intent was quite the opposite.
He views checking social media as a constant
“nervous tic,” which is why Glass can alert
users of important notifications/updates and
does not obstruct the line of sight.
Privacy advocates are concerned that people
wearing such eyewear may be able to identify
strangers in public using facial recognition
software, or surreptitiously record and
broadcast private conversations. The “Find my
Face” feature on Google+ functions to create a
model of your face, and of people you know,
in order to simplify tagging photos. However,
the only current app that can identify strangers
is called MORIS (Mobile Offender Recognition
& Identification System), and is a $3000 iPhone
app used by police officers.
Some companies in the USA have posted
anti-Google Glass signs in their buildings.
Other concerns have been raised regarding its
legality in a number of countries, particularly
Russia and the Ukraine, which prohibit use of
spy gadgets that can record video, audio or
take photographs in an inconspicuous manner
(KGB operatives excepted, perhaps?). Las
Vegas casinos banned Google Glass, citing
their desire to comply with Nevada state law
and common gaming regulations on the use
of recording devices near gambling areas.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Google_Glass cite_note-Caesars-77. The movie business has
also banned wearable technology in theatres,
placing it under the same rules as mobile
phones and video cameras.
Concerns have been raised by cyber
forensics experts at the University of
Massachusetts who have developed software
to steal smartphone and tablet passwords
using Google Glass by tracking finger shadows
as a password is typed, allowing the code to
be recorded.
Meanwhile in early 2014, a woman
wearing Google Glass was verbally and
physically assaulted at a bar in San Francisco.
Allegedly she was showboating and not
respecting folks’ privacy, which led one writer
to share an article to help owners avoid being
a “Glasshole!”
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For the "fashionistas" on
the run Glass comes in a
variety of colours.

‘‘

. . . Glass could
be seen as a way
to become even
more isolated in
public. . .

’’
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3rd edition

RICS Measured Survey Specification:
more than just a rewrite
idance
rics.org/gu

The RICS Measured
Survey
Specification was
published in
November. Richard
Groom relates its
path to publication
through the RICS
Mapping and
Positioning Panel
and argues that
together we can
raise standards
across our industry.

T

he new RICS specification - Measured
surveys of land, buildings and utilities
supersedes the Specification for surveys
of land, buildings and utility services surveys at
scales of 1:500 and larger. The original
specification was published in 1986 and it was
updated to the second edition in 1996. The
updated version prefixed the title with “Client
Specification Guidelines for. . .” reflecting
recognition that many clients need help in
specifying what they want. Indeed a frequent
criticism of the specification was that clients
would tick every box in the specification
without thought – in a sense a good thing,
because the surveyor was then forced to
discuss the survey in detail.
There was also a shortened specification for
those situations where the client wanted to
specify a straightforward survey. One of the
features of the specification that caused mirth
in latter years was its floppy disk, which
provided the document in WordPerfect 5.1,
for those who wanted to customise it for their
own purposes. We laugh now, but at the time
the concept was ‘cutting edge’.

Several false starts

‘‘

As with its
predecessors, the
new specification
is a product spec,
not a method
spec. . .

’’
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Against this background, it was never going to
be easy to write the third edition. In fact the
revision had been on the ‘to do’ list for the
RICS Mapping and Positioning Panel since
2002 and the panel had started on the road
to revision several times. One initiative
involved a joint effort with the Highways
Agency, which had employed consultants Arup
to revise its specification. That fizzled out.
Next Mark Breach and the writer had a go.
That document nearly came to fruition but we
delayed it in order to deal with the question
of digital feature coding standards. We looked
at the existing standards from various
organisations and considered a GML /
LandXML variant, but there appeared to be
little enthusiasm for the GML solution and
other solutions tended to be biased towards
one particular CAD software package.
The process that culminated in the
published document started at a GEO
conference, at which we invited all-comers to
join a group to develop the specification. As
always, interest wanes, and the group ended
up as five in number, although several more
people contributed to the consultation
versions. The small group certainly did not
stifle discussion, disagreement and eventual
compromise on many points. For example, a
couple of the questions discussed were: does
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the SBET of a mobile scanning system
constitute ‘control’ or does control have to be
a physical mark; and how relevant is scale in
the 3D modelling world?

Catering for a different survey world
It became clear that a specification in 2014
would have to cater for many more, and
more complex survey products than a
specification produced in 1996. Point clouds
did not exist then, and ground-penetrating
radar for detection of underground utilities
was a luxury rather than the necessity that it
is today. As with its predecessors, the new
specification is a product spec, not a method
spec, but we have included numerous boxes
of recommended good practice and notes of
explanation within the text. The specification
is also intended to be a core, which includes
a section for project administrative details,
survey accuracy (which includes control
surveying and the relationship between
control and detail surveying), topographical
surveys, measured building surveys and
underground utility surveys. The
underground utilities section has been
written to conform with the recentlylaunched PAS128. These sections are
followed by new sections for two common
surveying activities: setting out and
deformation monitoring, and then a section
on the products to be delivered.
Central to the specification is a table in
Section 2, which classifies surveys into
accuracy bands A to J, with an option for a
customised accuracy requirement. Each band
refers to a scale, to assist those who think in
terms of plot scale. The specifier selects an
accuracy band for the survey but it is possible
to override this default within the detail
specification pages, should particular detail
demand a higher (or lower) accuracy.

Customise it and use it
So, we have one document that includes the
core specification and specifications for
common surveying products. What are we
going to do with it? It has already been
criticised for being too long. Agreed: if you
hand your client a 51-page specification, he
will not be pleased. But there is no reason to
do so. The specification is intended to be
customised and can also be downloaded as a
Microsoft Word document. All we ask is that
you keep the section and paragraph
numbering as in the master document as this
will help clients and surveyors to get used to

RICS Measured Survey Specification
the layout of the specification and enable the
survey requirements to be related to the notes
and recommended practice.
If you are procuring a monitoring survey
you will need sections 1 and 2, you might
need the topographical survey section (3) but
will not need sections 4, 5 or 6. The notes and
recommended good practice boxes can be
removed and instead referred-to by means of
a note at the beginning of the specification,
directing the reader to the master
specification. Thus the client has to write a
survey brief, which will be much shorter than
51 pages. Most clients will order particular
types of survey and would be well advised to
produce a customised version for their use.
Further sections may be added to the
specification for specialised survey
applications.
The resulting specification is not what was
originally intended. We started by thinking in
terms of three documents, the survey brief, a
best practice manual and a standard data
specification. Items of best practice have been
absorbed into the survey brief, not as
explanatory notes on the left-hand pages, as

‘‘

was the case with the second edition, but
within the text.
The standard data specification is
‘unfinished business’ which, if required, will
demand considerable effort to develop. It is
expected that, as the requirements for
Building Information Modelling become more
certain, this specification will be updated to
reflect the changes, as was required for the
arrival of PAS 128 for Utilities in May this year.
However the introduction of accuracy
banding, clarity on grids and transformations
and survey outputs should provide a solid
foundation for surveying to underpin the
continued improvement of the built
environment, virtually and physically, in the
exciting times ahead.
This is a modern specification for the
modern survey era, which has been endorsed
by the Chartered ICES and TSA. We can raise
standards across our industry by promoting its
use to educate and assist our clients. The
experience of producing the third edition has
demonstrated that eighteen years was too
long to wait. Do we have any volunteers for
the fourth edition?

The standard
data specification
is ‘unfinished
business’

’’

The Tao of Measurement
James Kavanagh, Director of the
Land Group, introduces the new
Measured Surveys specification.

A

well attended evening lecture last
October at RICS hq heard James
Kavanagh, Director of the RICS’ Land &
Resources Global Group, introduce the
institution’s long awaited 3rd edition
Measured Surveys specification and its context
within the institution’s wider global role.
‘We know what we mean by measurement
even if other surveyors think in terms of
valuation and negotiation’ asserts James
Kavanagh, after reminding his audience that
RICS Geomatics has a strong portfolio of
guidance. For the new edition of the
specification for Measured Surveys of land,
buildings and utilities (to give its full title)
‘we’ve tried to explain the dark arts of “geospeak” in clear language’ he says.
‘I am often surprised at about how little
surveyors know about surveying!’ says
Kavanagh. This certainly applies to some
branches of the profession and their
understanding of measurement. RICS has been
playing a missionary role in educating other
organisations around the world through the
launch of IPMS, an international property
measurement standard aimed at developers.
At its heart is the philosophy that
measurement should be appropriate for
whatever it is that is to be developed. With

the rise of scanning
and BIM, Kavanagh
argues that it’s about
‘spatial integrity’. He
observes that gross
internal floor areas can
vary considerably
depending on which
software you use to process the scans. ‘You
must have a measured survey specification
greater than your finished surveys. The new
standard provides the missing link with its
survey detail accuracy bands’ he concludes.
‘Client education is also a primary focus in
the new specification’, says Kavanagh. In
addition to the detail accuracy bands, new
elements include a survey feature table, details
on setting out, deformation surveys,
monitoring and an expanded section on
deliverables. Its preparation was a ‘cathartic’
experience he acknowledges but the final
document has been endorsed by the CICES
and TSA. Compared to its predecessor dating
from 1997, a whole raft of new file formats
have appeared along with the departures of
words like ‘hard cop’ and ‘floppy disk’ but
‘classical survey practices remain’, he assures
us, adding that the new spec helps ‘de-risk’ a
project.
Geomatics Professional Group chair Chris
Preston reminded us that ‘good survey is an
insurance policy’. Very true but it is one that
needs selling to other professionals, not least
the insurance industry.

Client education
is also a primary
focus in the new
specification

‘‘
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Military Intelligence Museum

Studying military
intelligence at Chicksands
Yes, pigeons really were used for aerial photography!

R

eading Max Hastings vivid account of the
First World, Catastrophe, one might easily
think that the term military intelligence is
something of an oxymoron. Indeed, at the
museum that traces the near 150 years of the
discipline there is a quote from the venerable
Field Marshall Douglas Haig to the effect that
aeroplanes are a complete waste of time in
seeking intelligence; cavalry are much better.
The military has come a long way since that
campaign, which saw the beginnings of air
photography and the development of the art
of photo interpretation and analysis.
But even before the first aircraft took to the
skies with a handheld glass plate camera
balloons were used. A demonstration in the
1880s went well with the military promoter
landing the balloon in front of the Houses of
Parliament to show MPs its potential. Alas an
MP became entangled with the balloon’s ropes
and was carried away never to be seen again.
Now could that be useful. . . ?
Our guide for the tour was Mike Mockford
who warned us against taking photos outside
the museum; ‘they’re burying the last person
who did, this morning’. Mockford, who can
tell a lively tale or two, albeit moderated by
his doubtless long-suffering wife who was
constantly prodding him to move on, had a
very pronounced limp
and admitted to
suffering from ‘a youth
deficiency’.
The museum covers
the two world wars in
detail, especially the
second which saw a
massive effort,
encouraged by Churchill,
to harness every possible
resource to understand
what the enemy was up
to. From bright young
ladies fluent in German
listening to radio traffic
to daring raids to recover
radar systems from
occupied Europe, the
nation was engaged.
Britain was ahead of
the game even before
the war. It was an easy
game however with the
German Fuhrer having
no confidence
whatsoever in military
Ernie Wickens demonstrates the Wild A5
intelligence and
stereoplotter while John Leatherdale looks away!
espionage. Just before

A party of assorted
old soldiers,
airmen, sailors,
surveyors and
partners visited the
Military Intelligence
Museum in late
October to discover
how their
forebears, and in
some cases their
youth, had been
spent.
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war broke out an advanced Lockheed aircraft
discreetly equipped with twin aerial cameras
by the newly formed air reconnaissance unit
visited Berlin. The plane was piloted by
Australian businessman Sidney Cotton, who
had many contacts in Germany including the
head of the Luftwaffe.
The Germans were very impressed with the
aircraft, so much so that the head of the
Luftwaffe asked if he could have a go at the
controls. Of course, said the pilot and they did
a grand tour of the Luftwaffe’s airfields
showing off the plane. Intrigued by a green
light on the dashboard the German airman was
assured it was only a fuel gauge warning (when
in fact the cameras were busy clicking away).
The flight also included a trip via
Wilhelmshaven to check on the position of
Germany’s capital ships. They were all in
harbour much to the relief of the First Lord of
the Admiralty and soon-to-be prime minister
Winston Churchill. Alas it all came to an end
when the Luftwaffe chief had to explain, the
date being 1st September, that their two
countries were now at war and Cotton and
the plane would have to leave. Nevertheless,
the gentlemanly Luftwaffe chief provided a
fighter escort to the border!
The museum’s exhibits range from a
German innovation dating from the early
1900’s of a pigeon equipped with miniature
glass plate camera to leaflets in Arabic from
the recent campaigns in Iraq advising children
to be careful of land mines. In between there
are displays recounting the efforts to spy on
the Soviets and East Germans. In the case of
the Soviets this began within a year or two of
the end of the second world war when, in
Vienna, an eagle-eyed German reported to the
British that the Russians were using an
international telephone cable to transmit
military messages. It was a simple job to
intercept the cable and soon a regularly
staffed listening post was set up.
The star of the museum however for the
surveyors and analysts in our party was the
Wild A5 stereo plotter. This was one of only
two in Britain at the outbreak of war. One was
destroyed in a bombing raid but a replacement
was extraordinarily smuggled in bits through
Germany and occupied Europe to Sweden and
back to Britain in a Mosquito bomber.
• Would you like to visit the museum?
Geomatics World is planning a return trip to
Chicksands in the new year when the museum
reopens in March. Drop an email to steve@
pvpubs.demon.co.uk if you’re interested.

UAV Show

London UAV show attracts visitors and
novel technologies
Last October saw
the first
Commercial UAV
Show in London.
GW was there for
readers. Stephen
Booth reports.

‘‘

One of the
challenges. . . is
range limitation
and reliable
power source.

’’

T

o be honest I went to this event with low
expectations. I thought it was going to
be aimed mainly at consumers with lots
of little drones buzzing around London’s
Olympia. I couldn’t have been more wrong.
There is no question but that UAV’s/UAS’s,
or as the popular press call them, drones, have
reached maturity as data-gathering platforms
for a wide range of applications. This was
evident at last year’s InterGEO (see GW
Nov/Dec 2014) with both fixed wing and
rotory craft in wide evidence. The problem
that needs to be addressed is not technical
however. In most of the developed world they
require permission and trained controllers
(pilots in the case of the UK’s Civil Aviation
Authority) to operate them. Such permits do
not always apply to leisure users, leastways
those with a grey cell or two of commonsense
to tell them flying over a football match is not
a good idea.
The show attracted over 80 exhibitors
ranging from global companies like BAE
Systems and QinetiQ to start-ups and charities
eager to promote unusual applications or
technologies. Two of the latter particularly
attracted my attention.
One of the challenges to be addressed by
the developers of these craft is range
limitation and reliable power source. Cella
Energy is a company working hard on a power
source based on hydrogen. Combined with a
fuel cell, tiny pellets of solid fuel can be
heated to release energy to recharge a battery.
The developers claim that the technology can
provide three times the range of a Lithium-ion
battery.
A return to more proven technology but
nonetheless novel for a UAV, is offered by AIE
(Advanced Innovative Engineering). They
believe the rotary internal combustion
Wankel engine is the answer to powering
larger fixed-wing craft. The Wankel has a
long history and shot to fame in the late
1960s and 70s in the advanced NSU RO80
saloon car. I write with knowledge having
owned one. The engine offered a beautiful
turbine-like quality and was a joy to drive.
Alas, there was a drawback: the engines

didn’t last. A complete rebuild was needed,
often after only 20,000 miles. The problem
was eventually diagnosed as rapid wear on
the hardened steel rotor tips, particularly
during starting (it was not the vehicle for
nipping down to the shops – give it the open
autobahns of its builders). The problem is
now solved according to AIE’s Alexander
Vaughan, who told me that they use a hard
ceramic material for the rotor tips. I wish
them well.
The British Antarctic Survey has been using
a UAV to look ahead at ice conditions as their
ship tries to find a safe way through the
continent’s pack ice. Swiss humanitarian
assistance charity Medair meanwhile, has been
using UAV’s for rapid assessment of conditions
following a humanitarian disaster. I guess their
imagery should be feeding into the smaller UK
charity MapAction’s work, which is not
dissimilar.
From the survey supplier community, Riegl,
Topcon and KOREC were there but most of
the remaining companies were new to this
reporter. They ranged from companies like
Alta Devices, which develops solar powered
UAVs with panels made from gallium arsenide,
to a raft of people offering various sensors for
DIY system builders.
Running alongside the show was both a
conference and a series of short seminars. I
was only able to attend two, one of which
was from the estimable Dr Mike Smith of
Kingston University London on camera
selection and mission planning. He covered so
much in just half an hour I felt I’d had a full
refresher course on photography!
The event attracted over 1500 visitors and
the attendance and support from exhibitors
has made the organisers move the event to
ExCel in East London next year (20-21
October 2015). If you are using or planning
to use a UAV you need to be there. You
might also visit www.smalluavcoalition.org
where other users and developers
congregate. The show was also the launch
pad for a magazine addressing the sector.
Unmanned Systems Technology that will set
you back £60 for four issues.
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Legal Notes

Is the Atlantic a level playing field?
By Carl Calvert

Patent legislation
can be a minefield
and the law varies
between the US
and Europe but
Carl Calvert finds
good news in a
recent case.

‘‘

‘ I adhere to the
view that any
“claim that
merely describes
a method of
doing business
does not qualify
as a ‘process’. . .

’’
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I

was going to write about competition law as,
on 28 November 2014, the following
appeared in The Independent:
‘The European Commission is deciding
whether to launch a formal inquiry into OS
after businesses both competing with and
supplying the agency filed a formal complaint
that the Southampton-based organisation is in
effect receiving illegal state aid.’
However, this is not the first time that OS
had been challenged, 2002 being the first and
I would rather await the outcome and
consider what those more learned than me
have to say. So, next subject.
An article by David Robinson in ITNOW
(the journal of the British Computer Society)
highlighted a recent decision (14 June 2014)
of the US Supreme Court in Alice Corp v CLS
Bank International. The Opinion of the court
runs to 18 pages and I have no wish, nor
need, to regale you with each argument and
counter argument. The thrust of the article is
about the ability, or not, of patenting
software.
There are probably quite a few companies
and individuals amongst the readership who
are programmers or software engineers who
write code and may feel some degree of
chagrin that their efforts are not patentable in
Europe, whilst similar software may be
patentable in the US.
The US Patent and Trademark Office has
published, inter alia, the following:
‘There are three types of patents:
1) Utility patents may be granted to anyone
who invents or discovers any new and
useful process, machine, article of
manufacture, or composition of matter, or
any new and useful improvement thereof;

2) Design patents may be granted to anyone
who invents a new, original, and
ornamental design for an article of
manufacture; and
3) Plant patents….’
The arguments have always been that
software is a ‘useful process’ or a ‘machine’
and therefore patentable in the US.
In contrast Article 52 of the European
Patent Convention states:
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‘(1) European patents shall be granted for any
inventions, in all fields of technology,
provided that they are new, involve an
inventive step and are susceptible of
industrial application.
(2) The following in particular shall not be
regarded as inventions within the meaning
of the Convention:
(a) discoveries, scientific theories and
mathematical methods;
(b) aesthetic creations;
(c) schemes, rules and methods for
performing mental acts, playing games or
doing business, and programs for
computers
(d) presentations of information.’
In other words, software is not patentable. So here
we have the dichotomy, generally the US grants
patents to software whilst Europe does not. So, the
question arises, ‘What was so momentous about
the US Supreme Court decision?’
The patents in the claim were:
‘(1) a method for exchanging financial
obligations, (2) a computer system configured to
carry out the method for exchanging
obligations, and (3) a computer-readable
medium containing program code for
performing the method of exchanging
obligations.’
The Opinion of the US Supreme Court in
Alice Corp v CLS Bank International is probably
best summed up in the final paragraph of the
Opinion where Justice Sotomayer stated:
‘I adhere to the view that any “claim that merely
describes a method of doing business does not
qualify as a ‘process’ under §101.” Bilski v.
Kappos, 561 U. S. 93, 614 (2010) (Stevens, J.,
concurring in judgment); see also In re Bilski, 545
F. 3d 943, 972 (CA Fed. 2008) (Dyk, J.,
concurring) (“There is no suggestion in any of
th[e] early [English] consideration of process
patents that processes for organizing human
activity were or ever had been patentable”)….’
So, no patent for software, which brings
the US approach nearer to that of Europe.
Apart from winter storms the Atlantic is
providing a more level playing field between
the US and Europe, at least on software
patentability.

Downunder currents

Tours, tributes, talks and the former
PM’s book launch

I
• John Brock is a
Registered Surveyor in
Australia and is a stalwart
of FIG and its Permanent
Institution for the Art and
History of Surveying.

2014 was rounded
off for our
correspondent with
tours to unearth
local surveyors, a
fish farm, a
symphony orchestra
and a book launch
by former PM John
Howard.

John Howard signing his
new book for John Brock.

hope that everyone had a wonderful
Christmas and I wish you all the very best for
a Great New Year. The end of last year saw
us very busy with an Australian Centre for
Egyptology Dinner with special guest the
former Ambassador of our country to Egypt
then a hilarious “Tiny Tutus” ballet recital for
my two-year old granddaughter Sybella
watched by over 300 proud family members
of all the youngsters.

Special invitation to Werrington House
Kerima-Gae and I were delighted to attend the
invitation-only season premiere for the Penrith
Symphony Orchestra at the historic
Werrington House (1830’s) hosted by former
NSW Attorney General/Opposition Leader
Peter Collins and his wife Jennine LeonarderCollins. A brilliant night ensued with the who’s
who of NSW and local politics to hear the
magical combo of virtuoso harpist with
accompanying opera diva.

Topp Tours unearth local surveyors
Seven talks

A fantastic five-hour Topp Tour train trip to
the NSW country town of Kandos traversed
spectacular rugged mountain scenery through
the Gardens of Stone National Park over the
Blue Mountains. After a delicious home-made
pub roast dinner a tour to the local museum
revealed that the founder and hero of the
town was surveyor James Dawson who
surveyed the township in 1915 for the
purpose of housing the workforce who
worked the mines to manufacture cement in
the newly erected concrete plant.
Concrete from Kandos was used in the
construction of the Sydney Harbour Bridge
and many other civil works built in New South
Wales. I also bought the mining history book
from the retired mining surveyor Mr Neil
Walsh, who gladly signed my copy of “Kandos
Collieries”.
While on a three-day trip to Port Stephens
(north of Sydney) we visited Tanilba House
(1830’s) formerly owned by the prolific NSW
surveyor/developer Henry Ferdinand Halloran
as well as going to a barramundi farm which
served the freshest fish in NSW, a camel ride
on Stockton Beach and whale watching with
the most animated show I had ever witnessed.

Feeling pressure to perform, I was called upon
to give presentations on the first NSW SurveyorGeneral Augustus Alt and Governor Arthur
Phillip to a Chapter of First Fleeters at Gordon
library, “A Tale of Two Maps: Perfection, Probity
and Piracy – Mitchell and Dixon’s Maps of the
1830’s” to Sydney North Group and my latest
DVD “Silent Screen Surveyor Superstars: 1908
to 1930” to the Cumberland Group.
My biggest commitment was to produce the
2014 History Seminar at the Institution of
Surveyors NSW office at which I showed “Four
Surveyors of Caesar: Mapping the World”, “The
Great Wall of China: The World’s Greatest
Boundary Monument”, “James Cook: Surveyor &
Navigator – How Did the Great Explorer Make His
Measurements” and “Fifty Years of Superstar TV
Surveyors – 1959-2009” (DVD) with extra clips
added of The Smurfs, A Country Practice and Get
Smart not seen before. In between were Peter
Webber giving us an update on the future of the
Old Lands Department building which is up for
sale by the State Government and Kerima-Gae
giving uproarious delight with her Brocky Roast
“Surveyors Through the Eyes of a Non-Surveyor.”
The 43 guests were amply entertained.

Another tribute to Phillip

Book launch by former PM

Regular Arthur Phillip player Brian Powyer led
a Tour of Tribute to our first governor starting
at the Museum of Sydney on the site of his
first Government House in Bridge Street.
Walking to Circular Quay we passed the site
of the first raising of the Union Jack on 26
January 1788 to board our jetcat for the cruise
up Parramatta River after which we alighted at
Parramatta to walk along its banks to the
1799 Government House. Lunch of kangaroo
and barramundi with dessert and wine was
punctuated by talks on Phillip’s contribution to
our nation followed by a moving tale of the
early founder’s association with the local
Aborigines made by Kerry Konton a
descendant of Bennelong who was one of
Phillip’s most famous intermediaries between
the two cultures.

Second longest serving Australian Prime
Minister The Hon. John Howard has penned
an account on his longest serving predecessor
and role model Sir Robert Menzies. Attending
his book launch of “The Menzies Era – The
years that shaped modern Australia” in the
prestigious Queen Victoria Building Tea Room
we sipped champagne while partaking of an
excellent high tea. Mr Howard was very
generous with his time in giving a long
interview about his book and life while signing
all books of those who had purchased a copy.
The portrait of the former PM and his wife
Jeanette now hanging in Old Parliament
House in Canberra was painted by Jo Palaitis
who is the wife of NSW surveyor Ed Palaitis,
which the former leader was pleased to
acknowledge when I mentioned it to him.
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With familiar Trimble
workflows and the push of
a button, you can capture
60mp panoramic images
for use with your traditional
datasets allowing you to take
photogrammetric measurements
back at the office.
The Trimble V10 Imaging Rover
with Trimble VISION technology
can be used either standalone,
or seamlessly integrated with the
Trimble R10 GNSS receiver and
Trimble S-series total stations.
A new standard is set for
positioning applications.
Book your demonstration
www.trimbleimaging.co.uk

Capture everything now,
measure later
www.korecgroup.com
info@korecgroup.com
tel UK: 0845 603 1214 IRE: 01 456 4702

PRODUCTS & SERVICES

Optech’s
LiDAR
breakthrough

Optech has launched Titan, the world’s first multispectral
airborne LiDAR sensor. For the first time, multispectral active
imaging of the environment can occur day or night, enabling new
vertical applications and information extraction capabilities. Titan
combines three beams with separate wavelengths, increasing the
information content that can be derived from the target surface
and allowing surveying professionals to address many more
applications using a single sensor solution. Whether the goal is
high-precision, high-density topographic surveying, land cover
classification, vegetation mapping, or shallow water bathymetry,
the Optech Titan can accommodate them all. For applications that
demand it, Titan also includes full-waveform recording capability
for each independent wavelength.

Inpho Version 6.0
Trimble has released Inpho Version
6.0 for all Inpho modules,
UASMaster and SCOP++ (Hotfix).
The version supports a wider range
of data formats, new automatic
and interactive tools and has
satellite triangulation functionality
which offers full automatic
georeferencing for positioning
refinements of satellite data.
Manual work and raw LiDAR
data-processing time is reduced
with the introduction of a tool for
automatic flight line adjustment.
Other enhancements include
improved point cloud matching
and automatic gap filling as well
as refined corrections and data
checking tools for improved
efficiency, data precision and
quality, and an overall higher
quality of deliverables.

Pointfuse Pro
Arithmetica has launched
Pointfuse Pro, a new version of its
automated point cloud processing
software that offers batch and
simultaneous processing options.
Pointfuse Pro is designed for
professional users, converting
laser scanned point clouds into
highly accurate vector models.
Potential users can download a

fourteen-day evaluation version
from Arithmetica’s website
allowing for the production and
export of 3D models for use
further down the workflow in
third-party software.

CorelCAD 2015
Corel has released the latest
version of its software, CorelCAD
2015. It provides tools for 2D and
3D CAD design, comprehensive
support for native .DWG files and
CorelDRAW graphics, and
automation capabilities on both
Windows and Mac platforms. With
new features, such as parametric
drawing capabilities, a pop-up
dimension palette and enhanced
in-place text editing tools, users
can immediately improve their
design productivity. Pricing is
£579 (excl. VAT). Registered
CorelCAD users of any previous
version can upgrade for £169
(excl. VAT). Education and volume
licenses are available.

Vulcan 9.1
Maptek Vulcan 9.1 has been
launched and delivers widespread
improvements to the modelling
and mine planning product.
Standout new features are Gantt
Scheduler for underground

operations, Level Designer for
stope access design and
enhancements to Implicit
Modelling. Version 9.1 also offers
major upgrades to Pit Optimiser,
Borehole Geophysics and
stratigraphic modelling tools.

defined corridors — into Topcon
standard file formats, such as
MJF (MAGNET Field job) for land
surveying and construction
layout, and TP3 (3D Topcon
Project File) for machine control
systems.

Topcon’s reference
receiver

Septentrio for L’Avion
Jaune

Topcon Positioning Group has
announced its latest GNSS
reference receiver, the NET-G5,
which is capable of tracking
signals from the new GLONASS
L3 frequency band. Using
Topcon’s Vanguard and Universal
Tracking technologies, the NETG5 receiver incorporates 452channels capable of tracking the
full GNSS signal spectrum,
including modernized GPS,
GLONASS, Galileo, BeiDou, QZSS
and SBAS signals.

Septentrio has announced that
L’Avion Jaune, has selected the
Septentrio AsteRx-m for its
robustness and low-power
consumption, to equip the
YellowScan system, which is
claimed as the world’s lightest allin-one solution designed to deliver
quality aerial surveys carried out
using a LiDAR sensor aboard a
UAV. The self-contained system
integrates into a small package all
the necessary equipment for
conducting airborne surveys: a 3D
laser scanner, an AHRS, a
controller, an autonomous power
supply module and the AsteRx-m,
a high-performance precision
GNSS receiver.

Topcon & AutoCAD
Topcon Positioning Group has
announced the new Topcon
eXchange software solution addon for AutoCAD Civil 3D civil
engineering design software. It
has been developed to save time
by converting AutoCAD Civil 3D
design data into files compatible
with Topcon 3D construction
solutions as well as their
MAGNET software system.
“Topcon eXchange enables
construction site model designers
and CAD experts to remain
comfortable within their
Autodesk software
environments,” said Jason
Hallett, vice president of global
product management. “Once
design data is ready to be sent to
an active project site, Topcon
eXchange simply converts the
Civil 3D design information —
even complex road designs with

iCON machine control
Leica Geosystems has released
updated software for its iCON
iXE2 and iXE3 systems offering
greater flexibility with support for
tilt rotator attachments. The
system enables users to complete
their earthworks jobs faster and
correctly right from the start. Being
able to precisely control material
cut and fill, Leica Geosystems’
machine control saves a great deal
of time and money by reducing
rework and over excavation. It also
makes grading operations using
tilt rotator equipped excavators
more efficient. Grade checking can
be eliminated, thereby further
enhancing productivity, efficiency
and safety on-site.

Leica Geosystems has
extended the range of
features in its latest Digicat
utility locators. The 700 Series
(right), providing users with
greater confidence in their
results due to enhanced
traceability. In addition to
data logging, Bluetooth
connectivity, depth estimation
and tracing frequencies, the
700 Series is the only range of
locators that offers fully
integrated GPS technology.
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Map out your Career with Jacobs
Are you looking for a new challenge for 2015?
We are seeking individuals to support the expansion of our Geospatial expertise across the UK Geomatics
business. We require individuals to support Topographical/Laser Scanning/Deformation Monitoring and Utilities
surveys for various high profile engineering projects in the Highways, Railways, Airports, Energy, Environmental
and Industrial Manufacture and Development sectors.
Jacobs has an enviable reputation in the UK consultancy sector. We are looking for talented people to join us
across the UK to continue our focus on building relationships and delighting our clients - over 90% of our work is
repeat business. In return we have opportunities to work on unique and exciting projects, and a stable platform
upon which to develop your career. Our Geomatics team are committed to professional development and we can
help you achieve your career goals.
Jacobs is currently recruiting throughout the UK including Glasgow, Manchester, Exeter, York and
Reading for Graduates through to Principal Surveyors.
To find out more and to apply online, please visit www.jacobs.com/careers using the reference GEO2015

Choose Jacobs, and grow your career
along with our business.

ADVERTISERS’
INDEX

PRINCIPAL SURVEYOR
Shrewsbury, UK

We have an exciting opportunity for a senior surveyor to work within a multidisciplined survey team – refer www.land-scope.com – providing technical
support to all project teams throughout the life-cycle of survey projects.
As the sophistication of survey equipment and sensors develops and the
resultant volumes of data escalate, LandScope considers the concept of
the traditional rules of survey to be more important than ever.

The successful candidate will provide a superlative quality assurance to each
of the survey and 3D scanning and modelling arms of the business, through
preparation, implementation, monitoring and delivery stages of project.

It is envisaged the successful candidate would have attained a good higher
level qualification in a land survey / geomatics discipline, would ideally
have more than 5 years of practical experience, and would have an
exceptionally strong understanding of survey principles and techniques.
Autodesk Civil 3D, Trimble Business Center and Trimble RealWorks form
the core of LandScope’s survey data processing. In depth knowledge of
these systems would be beneficial, however robust training will be
provided in the case of any skills gap.
•

•

•

•
•

Specific skills required for the role include:
Ability to work both independently and as part of
a team.
Ability to manage projects from award through
delivery.
Exceptionally strong analytical skills to include
good knowledge of measurement error.
Strong communication skills to include
preparation of planning, H&S, project
management and reporting documentation.
Strong IT skill set to include survey post
processing and modelling software and MSOffice.

The candidate would be expected to work in the field and away from home as required,
however the role would be largely office based. A full UK driving licence is required and
a vehicle would be provided for transport to and from survey sites.

To apply, submit a covering letter and CV to
ashleigh@land-scope.com
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SURVEY SOFTWARE

HYDROGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT

Web? Email? Print? PR?
It’s the marketing mix that counts
By advertising in our Display, Classified or
Recruitment sections, you can benefit from
the extra exposure we give regular advertisers
in our printed and online News coverage.
Call +44 (0)1438 352617 to discuss how
we can help you realise your marketing plan.
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LIDAR 2015

International User Conference
Terrestrial Airborne Mobile Unmanned Industrial

Hong Kong| Guangzhou, China

May 5 - 8, 2015
One conference in two exciting locations!
Join us for the third RIEGL International User Conference in May 2015!
The conference will cover terrestrial, airborne, mobile, unmanned and industrial laser scanning
applications. Choose to participate in Hong Kong (May 5 through 7), Guangzhou (May 7 and 8) or
both locations!

CONFERENCE HIGHLIGHTS
» Experience the future of LiDAR technology
» See and hear about the latest
RIEGL hard- and software products

» Attend captivating keynotes, presentations
and workshops from industry experts
» Meet with members of the worldwide RIEGL community

Stay connected with RIEGL

www.riegllidar.com
RIEGL Laser Measurement Systems GmbH, Austria

RIEGL USA Inc.

RIEGL Japan Ltd.

RIEGL China Ltd.

